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Abstract 

 

Studies on Synthesis and Properties of  

Physio-Responsive Molecular Materials 

for Bioimaging 

 

Jeongyun Heo 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

Bioimaging is a technique that is used for visualizing anatomical areas, as well 

as visualizing at the molecular level, and it is an effective tool for accurate 

diagnoses. For an early and accurate diagnosis, precise detection methods are 

necessary. To improve diagnostic selectivity and specificity, it is important to 

select a specific marker, which is only expressed in pathological conditions and 

that has changed compared to the normal biological state. It is also important to 

develop a probe that responds to this marker sensitively and selectively. In this 

thesis, various physio-responsive molecular materials are introduced as contrast 

agents into in the image modalities of optical imaging (fluorescence), Resonance 

Raman imaging and sonography in order to control for the pathology-related 
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physio-responsive properties of material and to establish its diagnostic test 

accuracy thereafter. Furthermore, while utilizing the unique and beneficial 

properties of the newly designed probes, novel and innovative concepts are 

demonstrated, which can make a breakthrough for challenging issues in various 

bioimaging modalities. 

In Chapter 2, we introduce a method of a spatiotemporal detection for 

endogenous H2O2, which is known to cause pathological conditions, as well as 

fluorophores for in vivo fluorescence bioimaging. First, a reactor-like 

nanoassembly probe for tailoring H2O2-sensing kinetics is produced, with an H2O2-

responsive fluorogenic molecule and a catalytic additive that are co-incorporated. 

The nanoscopic sensing kinetics are reasonably tailored over a wide range by 

adjusting the types and loading amounts of the catalysts. When compared to the 

uncatalyzed nanoprobe, the base catalysis shows an unprecedented sensing rate that 

is increased by ten orders of magnitude along with significantly improved H2O2 

selectivity. With burst kinetics and high structural integrity, the base-catalyzed 

probe enables spatiotemporally resolved mapping of the low-level H2O2 that is 

generated at the very beginning of epidermal growth factor stimulation in A431 

cells. The enzyme-like rate of sensing kinetics also allows for visualizing the 

subcellular responses of β-cells under lipotoxicity as well as their proliferation and 

autophagy, demonstrating potential as a bioprobe for studying low-level H2O2-

implicated cell processes. Secondly, the utility of 1,3-

bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan, which turns blue in polar media by self-
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deprotonation, shows potential as a minimal anionic polymethine dye for probing 

biomolecules in cells and in vivo through non-covalent complex formation and 

near-infrared fluorescence signaling. 

In Chapter 3, we develop a new generation of RR molecular probes to analyze 

and monitor the molecular content of specific cellular compartments that are 

related to disease and to specifically respond to ROS and generate an RR signal. 

First, the specific cellular compartment-targeting molecular RR probes are 

designed for applications in live cells. This probe shows unprecedented detection 

sensitivity through RR enhancement and produces spectrally distinct and intense 

signals. The probe also allows simultaneous mapping of macromolecules such as 

membranes and mitochondria in live cells. Second, we demonstrate a novel design 

concept for a molecular-sensing platform that specifically generates a signal by 

non-toxic visible laser excitation, with resonant Raman nitrile signatures (~2200 

cm
-1

) in response to ROS. The sensing principle employs a ROS-triggered 

oxidative chromogenic reaction that activates resonant Raman enhancement 

through chemical transformation of a non-resonant hydrazo molecule into a 

resonant azo dye with extended p-conjugation. Experimental studies as well as 

DFT calculations demonstrate that this design strategy for activatable resonant 

Raman sensors is applicable for the selective detection of highly oxidative ROS, 

namely hypochlorite ions, down to 100 ppm. 

In Chapter 4, we adapt a non-enzymatic peroxyoxalate-based 

Chemiluminescence (POCL) reaction for use as an H2O2-responsive ultrasound 
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(US) contrast agent. POCL undergoes a highly sensitive and selective CL reaction 

for detecting H2O2 and produces a 1,2-dioxetanedione intermediate. The 

intermediate decomposes into to two carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules. Researchers 

have demonstrated that colloidal POCL nanoreactors show enhanced CL sensitivity 

toward H2O2.
 
However, in this chapter we direct our attention to the carbon dioxide 

byproduct as a potential core gas of microbubbles for use as an H2O2-responsive 

ultrasound (US) contrast agent. The oxamide-rich bPEI-oxamide nano-formulation 

was successfully synthesized and examined by CL in optical imaging with the 

formation of microbubbles under microscopic observation with intense US contrast 

in phantom US experiments upon addition of H2O2. The nano-formulation was 

administered to disease-model mice and exhibited enhanced contrast in US images. 

 

Keywords: Bioimaging agents, Fluorescent probes, Near-infrared 

spectroscopy, Kinetics control, Resonance Raman probe, Reactive oxygen 

species, Bio-orthogonal Raman scattering, Ultrasound imaging 
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Figure 4-8. (a) Sonograms of liver of normal and acute liver inflammation induced 

mice upon before and 120 s after intrahepatic administration of preUSNG and gray 

scale intensity in vascular structures of the images. Yellow dotted circles are 

representing the vascular structures. The preUSNG was administrated into liver 

tissue. (b) Sonograms of tumor tissue of SCC tumor-bearing mouse upon before 

and 5 s after intratumoral administration of preUSNG and gray scale intensity in 
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tumor tissue of the images. White highlights at the center of the images are the 

ends of needle point to inject preUSNG. The results represent the means ±SDs (n = 

3); *P < 0.02. 

Figure 4-9. Blood test parameters for mice (n=4) with intradermal administration of 

PBS (red) or DOP-NC (green, 100 μL, 4.0 mg mL
-1

; 4 mg/kg bodyweight). Blood 

samples of rats were collected 10 days after intradermal administration of PBS or 

DOP-NC. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Bioimaging is a technique used to visualize the human body, even at the 

molecular level, in anatomical areas and tissues being visualized for clinical 

purposes, such as diagnosis, therapy for disease, or the study of medical science.
1
 

Typical image modalities for bioimaging include the following: X-ray computed 

tomography (x-ray), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission 

tomography (PET), ultrasonography (US) and microscopy/fluorescence imaging. 

These imaging modalities are widely used in the biomedical field. Despite the high 

availability of the imaging modalities, these imaging techniques still lack the 

sensitivity and specificity necessary for achieving an accurate diagnosis in early-

stage diseases or to set up an appropriate process of therapy. There have been 

efforts in mechanical engineering, biotechnology, chemical engineering and 

material engineering to improve diagnostic selectivity and specificity. One focus is 

the development of a contrast agent to enhance the contrast in biomedical imaging. 

Contrasts agents have been developed including microbubbles for US imaging, 

iodo-compounds for X-ray imaging, and the gadolinium-complex for MRI. 

Recently, there have been studies of contrast agents combined with a specific 

marker, which is only expressed in pathological conditions and that has changed 

when compared to the normal biological state.  

In this thesis, physio-responsive molecular materials were developed as a 

contrast agent for optical (fluorescence), Resonance Raman and Ultrasound 

modalities and its chemical and physiological behaviors were studied. 
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This chapter contains a brief introduction to the physiological events, with a 

tracer showing abnormalities in pathological environments and in a theoretical 

background. The fundamental properties in three bioimaging modalities and their 

contrast agents are given. Then, recent studies of the contrast agents are discussed 

with respect to their materials. Finally, the research objectives of the thesis are 

presented. 

 

1-1. Physicochemical changes in pathological 

conditions 

There have been many studies concerning biomarkers that usually discuss proteins 

or protein-fragments that are expressed in abnormal conditions such as disease, 

infection, or environmental exposure. In this chapter, primarily physicochemical 

changes including pH and reactive oxygen species (ROS) in pathological condition 

will be discussed. 

 

1-1-1. pH 

Recent findings
2–4

 have explained pH-dependent behaviors that are relevant to 

the biology of cancer cells in metastatic progression. In normal cells, intracellular 

pH (pHi) is generally lower (~pH 7.2) than the extracellular pH (pHe, pH 7.4) 

whereas this tendency is reversed in cancer cells. pHi is higher over pH 7.4 but pHe 

is lower in cancer cells (Figure 1-1). This dysregulated pH gradient is an important 
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factor for metastatic progression. An increased pHi of cancer cells is permissive for 

cell proliferation and the evasion of apoptosis, facilitates metabolic adaptation and 

cell migration. A decreased pHe limits dynamic HCO3-dependent buffering, 

promotes extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling and stimulates acid-activated 

proteases to facilitate tumor cell invasion and dissemination. pH can regulate the 

cellular signals. The changes in pHi can modulate multiple proteins at a click to 

control complex cell behaviors. Physiological changes in pH can also specifically 

regulate selected intracellular and extracellular proteins by limiting the functional 

group of amino acids in proteins, acting as a pH sensor. The increased pHi of 

cancer cells is a paradoxical phenomena because higher proliferation accelerates 

glycolytic rates and generates abundant metabolic acids that can be cytotoxic. In 

other words, accumulation of intracellular metabolic acid causes the pHi to return 

to acidic conditions and could suppress vigorous proliferation.  

 

 

Figure 1-1. Dysfunctional of pH in tumor cells.
2
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To resolve this, cancer cells alter the expression and the activity of plasma 

membrane ion pumps and transporters that facilitate H
+
 efflux in order to maintain 

a higher pHi and lower pHe. Notable examples of increased expression and activity 

in cancers are H
+
-ATPases, the Na

+
–H

+
 exchanger (NHE1) and the 

monocarboxylate–H
+
 efflux co-transporters (MCT1 and MCT4). Specifically, the 

increased expression of MCT1 and MCT 4 gives a selective advantage to cancer 

cells because of the high affinity of these transporters for lactate and the ability of 

cancer cells to promote the conversion of pyruvate to lactate in the lactic acid cycle 

and activate the production of ATP.  

In addition to dysregulation in tumor cell, pH is also an important factor for 

regulating human respiration
5,6

. A crucial center for controlling respiration in the 

brain consists of chemosensory cells that detect pH changes in the blood and 

regulate O2 and CO2 content in the body. Inside the lungs there are microbes that 

live at a specific spot in the respiration tract. Their growth or activation in the lungs 

is influenced by local conditions such as temperature, oxygen tension, pH, nutrient 

density, local host defense and intra- and inter-species small-molecule signaling. 

Among them, bacteroidetes are pH-sensitive and fail to thrive in acidic (low pH) 

environments, which is notable given that inflammation can decrease the local pH. 

Physiological pH sensors hold promise as therapeutic targets for achieving 

high specificity and broad efficacy because dysregulated pH may be a common 

feature of pathological conditions. 
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1-1-2. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)
7–9

 is the common name of reactive molecules 

and free radicals derived from oxygen in a process of cellular respiration and 

metabolism. Oxygen is the most powerful oxidizing agent, with two unpaired 

electrons in its outer electron shell, the structure of which makes oxygen 

susceptible to either radical (containing free or unpaired electrons) or non-radical 

(partially reduced) formation. The sequential reduction of oxygen through the 

addition of electrons leads to the formation of a number of ROS, including 

superoxide (O2
-
), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl radical (∙OH), hydroxyl ion 

(OH
-
), and nitric oxide (∙NO) (Figure 1-2). Various ROS have different properties, 

including reduction potential, half-life and physiological concentrations (see Table 

1-1). 

 

Figure 1-2. Sequential reduction of oxygen in physiological condition. SOD: 

superoxide dismutase, GSH: reduced glutathione, GSSG: oxidized glutathione. 
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Table 1-1. Characteristics of major physiological related reactive oxygen species.
10

 

 

ROS has a crucial role in both physiological and pathological processes. 

Recent decades have seen increased interest in the effects of ROS on health and 

disease. From basic science research to clinical trials, biomedical research has 

rapidly advanced toward a better understanding of ROS-metabolizing systems and 

their contributions to specific conditions. Specifically, identification of the amount 

and type of ROS as well as the temporal and spatial distribution of ROS has 

opened exciting avenues for research and targeted therapy. If the amount and type 

as well as the temporal and spatial distribution of ROS are not controlled, it causes 

physiological functional abnormalities and pathological symptoms (Figure 1-3). 

ROS-related disease can either be due to a lack of ROS (e.g., chronic 

granulomatous disease or certain autoimmune disorders) or a surplus of ROS (e.g., 

cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases). Recent results implicate ROS in 

age-associated diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, as well as 

cardiovascular diseases. 

O2 O2
∙- H2O2 OH∙ H2O

Reduction
Potential (v)

0.94 0.32 2.31

Life-time (sec) 10-6 10-5 10-9

In vivo
Concentration (M)) 10-10 10-7 10-15
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Under normal physiological conditions, ROS is involved in host defense, 

biosynthetic processes and cell signaling. ROS is generated in high concentrations 

in host defense processes following the ingestion of bacteria, which damages the 

proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids of the bacteria. The highly concentrated ROS is 

usually produced in a highly segregated compartment such as the phagosomes of 

neutrophils and the peroxisome (peroxisomes are usually generated in metabolic 

processes), which increases the chance of oxidation reactions between 

biomolecules and ROS. If highly concentrated ROS is not generated in a highly 

segregated compartment, ROS can cause non-specific damage by diffusing 

throughout cellular components and result in functional abnormalities and disease, 

including cancer, diabetes, inflammation and neuropathic disease. In cellular 

signaling cascades such as the redox regulation of protein phosphorylation, ion 

channels, and transcription factors, ROS participates as a signaling mediator. 

Cellular signaling by ROS starts in the cellular membrane with receptor-mediated 

NOX activation. To obtain a specific signal, biological systems recognize the 

amount and the type of ROS, as well as its temporal and spatial distribution. 

Detoxification of excess ROS is primarily performed by antioxidant enzymes 

and antioxidant scavengers such as glutathione peroxidase, glutathione synthetase 

and glutathione. Glutathione peroxidases are known to reduce hydroperoxides to 

alcohols and reduce hydrogen peroxide to water. Glutathione synthetase is 

responsible for synthesis of the major cellular antioxidant glutathione and therefore 

has an important role in ROS detoxification. 
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Figure 1-3. Balance of production between ROS and anti-ROS and its contribution 

to pathologic condition.
11
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1-2. Bioimaging modalities and its contrast agent  

1-2-1. Fluorescence imaging 

Fluorescence imaging is the visualization of an emission of a fluorophore that 

is related to a biological environment, process or biomolecule. 

Fluorescence is a sensitive method that enables a wide range of experimental 

observations in a biological field, such as the location and dynamics of gene 

expression, protein expression and molecular interactions in cells and tissues; it 

functions by fusing a fluorophore to biomolecules such as nucleotides and proteins. 

Fluorescence detection also offers a number of advantages over other methods. 

Two or more fluorophores can be detected separately using optical filters and thus 

components can be labeled specifically and identified separately in the same 

sample. In addition, fluorophore and fluorophore-labeled molecules are stable and 

safer than radiolabeled molecules. Moreover, many fluorophores are already 

commercially available and are easy to use.  

Principle of fluorescence. Luminescence is the spontaneous emission of radiation 

from an electronically excited species that is not in thermal equilibrium with its 

environment.
12

 There are various types of luminescence, which are classified 

according to the source types of excitation energy, such as a chemical reaction, 

electronic current or ultrasound. In particular, photoluminescence is the emission of 

light from excited species caused by the absorption of photons.
13

 Fluorescence and 

phosphorescence are forms of the photoluminescence. In this section, fluorescence 

will be discussed.  
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A Jablonski diagram (see Figure 1-4) is an energy diagram that schematically 

illustrates the electronic states of a molecule and the possible transition processes 

between them. When a molecule absorbs a photon that has an energy 

corresponding to the energy difference between two different molecules, an 

absorption transition occurs. It should be noted that absorption is a very fast 

transition (~ 10
-15

 s) with respect to all other processes and does not change the 

direction of the electron spin. It thus typically brings a molecule from the lowest 

(ground) electronic state to one of the vibrational levels of singlet-excited state 

without any concomitant displacement of the nuclei according to the Franck-

Condon theory. 

Once a molecule is exited to an energy level higher than the lowest vibrational 

level of the first electronic excited state S1, internal conversion and vibrational 

relaxation lead the excited molecule towards the lowest vibrational level of the S1 

state on a time-scale of 10
-12

-10
-9

 s. Internal conversion and vibrational relaxation 

are non-radiative transition pathways where the energy is given away to other 

vibrational modes as kinetic energy. 

Internal conversion to S0 from S1 is, however, much less efficient than the 

conversion between excited states due to a lack of energy state overlap and a large 

energy gap between S0 and S1. As a result, it allows the excited molecule to have a 

sufficient time to undergo other de-excitation processes. 
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At the first excited state S1, a radiative de-excitation process called fluorescence 

occurs on a time-scale of 10
-9

-10
-7 

s. It should be noted that the emission of a 

photon is as fast as the absorption of a photon (10-15 s). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-4. Modified Jablonski diagram of transitons between different electronic 

energy levels. Straight arrow represents a radiative transition and dot arrow a 

nonradiative transition. 
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However, excited molecules stay in the S1 state for a certain time before emitting a 

photon or undergoing other de-excitation processes such as internal conversion or 

intersystem crossing.  

In general, the 0-0 transition energy is the same for absorption and 

fluorescence, but the fluorescence spectrum is typically located at lower energy 

than the absorption spectrum. This phenomenon, known as the Stokes shift, exists 

because the energy is lost in the excited states from the internal conversion and the 

vibrational relaxation processes. Additionally, the fluorescence spectrum is a 

mirror image of the absorption spectrum because the vibrational levels of the 

excited states resemble those of the ground state and the electronic transitions 

occur vertically according to the Franck-Condon principle. 

Intersystem crossing (ISC) is a non-radiative transition between two electronic 

states of different spin multiplicity as shown in Figure 1-4. According to the 

selection rules, a transition between the states of different spin multiplicities is 

forbidden in principle, but the intersystem crossing is most common in heavy-atom 

molecules due to spin-orbit coupling.  

After an excited molecule in the singlet excited state moves to the triplet 

excited states via intersystem crossing, vibrational relaxation brings it into the 

lowest vibrational level of T1. Then, a radiative de-excitation process from T1 to 

the singlet ground state often occurs and is known as phosphorescence. When a 

transition in spin multiplicity takes place, phosphorescence is also forbidden and 

thus is very slow, with a time scale of 10
-6

 to 10
-3

 s. The phosphorescence spectrum 
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is typically located at longer wavelengths than the fluorescence spectrum because 

the energy of the lowest vibrational level of T1 is lower than that of S1. 

The fluorescence quantum yield, ΦF, is the efficiency of the fluorescence 

process and is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number 

of photons absorbed. In other words, the fluorescence quantum yield is the fraction 

of excited molecules that return to the ground state S0 with the emission of 

fluorescence. 

Fluorescence contrast agents for biomedical application. Auto-fluorescence 

from tissue and in vivo is the first obstacle to using fluorescence for biomedical 

applications. Biomaterials mainly absorb UV light and emit up to approximately 

600 nm. To observe molecules of interest in physiological samples with a large 

signal-to-noise ratio (N/P ratio), a fluorophore needs to have a characteristic of 

high quantum efficiency, a large stokes shift or its absorption and emission in the 

near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence window (650–900 nm), which is less affected by 

auto-fluorescence. With in vivo applications, fluorescence methods suffer from 

relatively high physiological auto-fluorescence as well as low tissue permeability 

of excitation light. Hemoglobin and water are the major absorbers of visible and 

infrared light, respectively, and have their lowest absorption coefficients in the NIR 

region.
14,15

 The penetration depth is over 3 mm for NIR through tissue, but less 

than 2 mm for UV and visible light because of reflection, scattering and absorption 

by skin.  
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NIR-fluorophores are essential for in vivo fluorescence imaging. Structures of 

NIR fluorophores that are commercially available are shown in Figure 1-5 and 

mainly contain polymethine structures. The polymethine group has common 

photophysical properties of merocyanines depending on their electronic asymmetry 

and the polymethine chain length, as well as on the solvent polarity.
16

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-5. Commercially available NIR fluorophores and its excitation/emission 

wavelength (nm).  
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1-2-2. Resonance Raman imaging 

Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopy that is widely used in 

chemistry. Raman spectroscopy provides an intrinsic fingerprint of the 

chemical composition of the molecule of interest without a specific sample 

preparation process. A gas, liquid and solid sample can be measured by 

Raman spectroscopy. In particular, aqueous samples can be measured 

without interference by water because the Raman spectrum of water is weak, 

allowing good spectra to be measured for species in aqueous solution. 

Raman spectroscopy has long been used to interrogate biological materials 

and systems because of these advantages.
17,18

 For example, it has been used 

to find the chemical fingerprints from biopsy samples with a several 

micrometer to millimeter depth, blood sugar, and electrolytes from blood 

samples can be measured by Raman spectroscopy. Recently, studies about a 

real-time Raman spectrum measurement in biophysical conditions has been 

reported following the development of an optical fiber probe with 1-2 mm 

diameters that can be inserted into internal organs. However, there are 

hurdles to apply this technology. 

Principles of Raman and Resonance Raman.
19

 When an electromagnetic 

wave such as an incident light is irradiated onto a molecule, the electrons in 

the molecule can interact and oscillate according to the frequency of the 
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incident wave. The vibration of the electrons in the molecule result 

temporarily in an induced dipole moment, which is proportional to the 

polarizability of the molecule and the applied electron field. Finally, the 

vibration generates scattered light. The generated scattered light could have 

the same energy as the incident light (elastic scattering) or a lower/higher 

energy than the incident light (inelastic scattering) due to interactions with 

the molecular/atomic structure. Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering, 

which is explained using energy levels in Figure 1-6. The photon of an 

incident light interacts with the electron of a molecule and excites it into a 

virtual state and then the electron decays back to a lower level, emitting a 

scattered photon. The difference in energy between the incident photon and 

the scattered photon is equal to the vibrational energy of the scattering 

molecule. The Raman cross-section of a molecule is extremely small (~10
-30

 

cm
2
/sr) because of its relationship to the virtual level, which is a forbidden 

transition by selection rules and thus the probability of excitation to virtual 

state is low. An intense monochromatic light source is usually used as an 

excitation light source for a Raman scattering measurement and results in an 

improved signal-to-noise ratio and enables the measurement of a relatively 

small Raman shift. However, this phenomenon also results in other 

processes, such as sample degradation or fluorescence generation. To avoid 

these disadvantages, a laser of short UV (~245 nm) or IR (~1063 nm) region 
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is typically used for Raman analysis. When considering applications to the 

biomedical field, the reliable detection of Raman signals is still difficult 

because of limited Raman sensitivity and the interference of fluorescence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-6. Energy diagrams of elastic and inelastic (Raman) scattering 

mechanisms and interference of fluorescence. 
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Strategies to amplify weak Raman scattering are needed. There are 

representative surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and Resonance 

Raman scattering (RRS) methods. In SERS, a metallic nanostructure such as 

a gold or silver nanoparticle interacts with incident photons, which 

generates an enhanced electric field in the vicinity of the metal surface. 

When a target molecule exists near the surface of the metallic nanostructure, 

Raman scattering of the molecule is markedly enhanced. SERS has been 

widely used in biomedical applications because of its high-sensitivity 

detection and its molecular selectivity. To enhance a Raman signal by RRS 

(see Figure 1-7), a chromophore is needed and a laser that has an energy 

close to the electronic transition of the chromophore. Using the laser, 

Raman scattering is significantly amplified by a factor of 10
2
 to 10

6
 

compared to the non-resonant Raman spectrometry. This means that 

components at low concentrations can be detected and analyzed by RRS. 

However, fluorescence interference with the Raman signal is a severe 

problem in RRS (in Figure 1-7). It is important to select chromophores that 

give produce good Raman scattering without intense fluorescence. 

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy for bioimaging.
20,21

 SERS has been 

widely used to in biomedical applications because of its increased 

sensitivity. However, bulky metal nanoparticles can disturb the normal 

activities of biomolecules and produce diverse artifacts. In addition, the 
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necessary targeted biomolecules for SERS detection greatly outnumber the 

necessary plasmonic nanoparticles, which can enter the cells without any 

adverse effect. Therefore, in cellular imaging for example, mapping of the 

intracellular gradient of biomolecule distribution cannot be determined by 

SERS. On the other hand, there is a key advantage in using RRS that make 

it worthwhile. It provides more intense spectra and consequently can be 

used to selectively positively identify a molecule in the cellular environment. 

RRS make it possible to test directly in the presence of some other materials 

such as proteins and water. The RRS signal of several types of molecules in 

the cells, such as flavins, NADH, collagens, elastin, carotenoids and 

cytochromes can be obtained using a visible light. However, it takes several 

hours or days to complete the cellular Raman imaging (mapping) of these 

molecules, making this technique unsuitable for live-cell imaging. 

Furthermore, various biomolecules contain the same chemical bonds, so 

Raman bands from the biomolecules are mostly overlapping. 

Development of exogenous markers with specific Raman bands with 

characteristic spectral bands (e.g., C-D, C≡ N, C≡ C) in a bio-silent spectral 

Raman region may help RRS images containing distinct cellular organelles 

and functional compartments. In addition, the image acquisition times of 

Raman microscopy for observation of living specimens could be reduced, 

enabling Raman use for monitoring. 
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Figure 1-7. Energy diagram of Resonance Raman scattering and 

interference by fluorescence. 

 

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy for bioimaging.
20,21

 SERS has been 

widely used to in biomedical application due to increased sensitivity. 

However, bulky metal nanoparticles can disturb activities of biomolecules 
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molecule in the cellular environment. RRS make it possible to test RRS 

directly in the presence of some other materials such as proteins and waters. 

RRS signal of several types of molecules in the cells, such as flavins, 

NADH, collagens, elastin, carotenoids and cytochromes can be obtained by 

a visible light. However, it is taken for several hours or days to complete for 

cellular Raman imaging (mapping) of these molecules, making this 

technique unsuitable for live-cell imaging. Furthermore, the biomolecules 

are based on the same chemical bonds even it is different biomolecules, so 

Raman bands from the biomolecules is mostly overlapping. 

Development of exogenous markers with specific Raman bands with 

characteristic spectral bands (e.g. C-D, C≡ N, C≡ C) in a bio-silent spectral 

Raman region, may help RRS image containing distinct cellular organelles 

and function compartments. In addition, the image acquisition times of 

Raman microscopy for observation of living specimens could be reduced by 

develop thus Raman can be used to monitor.  
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1-2-3. Ultrasound imaging
22

 

Ultrasound is a sound wave with frequencies above frequencies audible to 

humans (>20 KHz). Ultrasound images, sonography, are displays of acoustic 

waves that are produced by the reflection of ultrasound.  

Principle of Ultrasound image. Ultrasound is generated by piezoelectric 

transducer and passes through into tissue with different sound impendence. The 

sound waves are partly transmitted to deeper structures and partly reflected back to 

the transducer as echoes, partly scattered, and partly transformed to heat. For 

imaging purposes, the echoes reflected back to transducer are of interest. The 

amount of echo returned after hitting a tissue interface is determined by the 

acoustic impedance of the tissue. Acoustic impedance is an intrinsic physical 

property of a medium defined as the density of the medium times the velocity of 

ultrasound wave propagation in the medium. Air-containing organs such as the 

lung (0.18) have the lowest acoustic impedance while dense organs such as bone 

(7.8) have very high-acoustic impedance. The value of liver is 1.65, 1.63 for kidney, 

1.63 for fat and 1.71 for muscle. The intensity of a reflected echo is proportional to 

the difference in acoustic impedances between two mediums. If two tissues have 

identical acoustic impedances, they usually generate low intensity echoes, while 

interfaces between soft tissue and bone or the lung generate very strong echoes due 

to a large acoustic impedance gradient. It provides information on the anatomy and 

function of internal organs such as muscles, joints and vessels.  
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Ultrasound imaging is one of the most commonly performed non-invasive 

diagnostic methods used today.
23

 However its applicability is often limited by 

inferior image quality and less spatial resolution than CT or MRI images, even 

though ultrasound images offers a safe, low cost alternative and a real-time image. 

Ultrasound imaging has recently advanced when coupled with ultrasound contrast 

agents, which have resulted in superior images for more accurate diagnoses of 

various diseases. 

Echogenic particles as ultrasound contrast agents.
24–27

 The rapid developments 

in the field of contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging are attributed to the discovery 

of microbubbles that are gas-filled. The microbubble is compressible and can 

oscillate between compressed and expanded states according to an ultrasound wave 

(Figure 1-8) and generate strong acoustic signals that can greatly exceed the 

conventional ultrasound backscatter produced by reflection or alteration in acoustic 

impedance. Because of their compressibility, these microbubbles can show several 

orders of magnitude higher scattering cross-section (SCS) than from tissues and red 

blood cells. SCS is defined as the amount of energy scattered per second by an 

incident wave, divided by the incident wave’s intensity (see Equation1-1). 

Equation 1-1 shows that the SCS increases with the radius of the scattering particle 

to the sixth power, and with the frequency to the fourth power. SCS also reveals 

that the size of scattering particle has to be smaller than the wavelength. SCS also 

explains the effect of the surrounding medium on scattering. From this equation, 
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the air contained in the microbubble has a higher SCS than an iron particle under 

the same conditions. 

 

 

SCS =
4

9
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SCS=scattering cross-section (m
2
); R=Radius of scattering element (m); 

k=wavenumber=2/; kd=compressibility of scattering particle (m
2
N

-1
); 

k=compressibility of medium (m
2
N
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); d=mass density of scattering particle (kgm
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Figure 1-8. Compressibility of microbubbles. The volumetric oscillation of a 

microbubble during exposure to ultrasound occurs during high- and low-pressure 

phases.
28
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These scattered waves in turn generate reflected echoes of several different 

frequencies with many higher order harmonics. This harmonic signal generated 

from microbubbles often results in the reduction of artifacts and clutter in the near 

surface tissues and improves the sensitivity of detecting microbubble signal over 

tissue signal. 

The pressure inside a bubble is higher than the pressure outside, due to the 

surface tension forces at the air–water interface. This pressure differential results in 

rapid dissolution of microbubbles within milliseconds, before reaching the target 

site. To obtain stability in physiological conditions, most commercially or 

experimentally available contrast agents are comprised of a low solubility gas such 

as perfluorocarbons inside and are stabilized by an outer coating of 

lipid/protein/surfactant/polymer (Table 1-2). In addition to the retaining stability of 

a microbubble contrast agent, other approaches have been made over the last 

decade to develop contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging. A microbubble contrast 

agent that bears disease-targeted ligands on its surface or moiety that responds to 

molecular events related to pathology has been used to non-invasively assess 

inflammation, angiogenesis and early tumor formation. Potential uses for targeted 

or activatable contrast-enhanced ultrasound extend beyond diagnostic applications. 

They could be used to rapidly assess new therapeutic strategies aimed at 

modulating targeted molecular mediators.  
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Table 1-2. Specifications of commercial microbubbles. 

Name 
Outer  

shell 

Inside 

 gas 

Mean 

diameter 

(μM) 

Half-

life 

(min) 

Albunex Albumin air 4.3 1-2 

Optison Albumin octafluoropropane 2-4.5 2.5-4.5 

Definity Lipid octafluoropropane 1.1-3.3 2-10 

Imagent Lipid N2/perfluorohexane 6.0 60-180 

Sonoveue Lipid 
Sulpher 

hexafluoride 
2-3 3-6 

Levovist Lipid Air 2-4 2-5 

Sonovist Cyanoacrylate Air 1-2 2-5 

Sonazoid Lipid perfluorobutane 2 60-120 
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1-3. Research Objectives 

Precise bioimaging methods are necessary for sensitive and accurate early 

diagnosis and therapy of diseases. However, the diagnostic test accuracy of 

bioimaging modalities is not perfect. Recently, various approaches to enhance the 

diagnostic sensitivity and selectivity have been developed. 

In this thesis, various physio-responsive molecular materials are introduced as 

contrast agents into following image modalities: optical spectroscopy 

(fluorescence), Resonance Raman spectroscopy and sonography in order to control 

the pathology-related physio-responsive properties of the material and then to 

establish diagnostic test accuracy. Furthermore, utilizing the unique and beneficial 

properties of the newly designed materials, novel and innovative concepts are 

provided, which can make a breakthrough for challenging issues in various 

bioimaging modalities. 

The following content consists of three chapters: 

In Chapter 2, for precise and accurate fluorescence bioimaging, fluorophores 

are proposed that change fluorescence according to cellular pH and endogenous 

H2O2. In part 2-1, the utility of 1,3-bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan, which turns blue 

in polar media upon self-deprotonation, shows potential as a minimal anionic 

polymethine dye for probing biomolecules in cells and in vivo through non-

covalent complexation and near-infrared fluorescence signaling. In part 2-2, a 

nanoreactor that is co-incorporated with an H2O2-responsive fluorogenic molecule 

and a catalytic additive was developed for the precise detection of endogenous 
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H2O2, and its rapid sensing kinetics allows the visualization of a subcellular 

response in real-time. 

In Chapter 3, to analyze and monitor molecular content in specific cellular 

compartments that are known to be associated with a disease, a new generation of 

RR molecular probes is introduced. In part 3-1, a cellular compartment-targeting 

molecular RR probe specifically designed for application in live cells is capable of 

providing unprecedented detection sensitivity through RR enhancement and 

produces spectrally distinct and intense signals, which are of outmost practical 

importance. This concept allows the simultaneous mapping of macromolecules 

such as membranes and mitochondria in live cells. Part 3-2 demonstrates a novel 

design concept for a molecular sensing platform that specifically reacts under non-

toxic visible laser excitation, with resonance Raman signatures of nitrile (~2200 

cm
-1

) in response to ROS. The sensing principle employs a ROS-triggered 

oxidative chromogenic reaction that activates resonance Raman enhancement 

through chemical transformation of a nonresonant hydrazo molecule into a 

resonant azo dye with extended p-conjugation. Experimental studies as well as 

DFT calculations demonstrate that the design strategy for activatable resonance 

Raman sensor is valid for the selective detection of highly oxidative ROS, namely 

hypochlorite ions, down to 100 ppm. 

In Chapter 4, it describes a H2O2-responsive ultrasound (US) contrast agent. 

Non enzymatic peroxyoxalate-based CL (POCL) is a very sensitive and selective 

CL reaction for detecting H2O2, and produces a 1,2-dioxetanedione intermediate. 
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The intermediate decomposes into two carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules. So far, 

researchers have demonstrated that colloidal POCL nanoreactors display enhanced 

CL sensitivity toward H2O2.
 
However, in this chapter, we focus on the carbon 

dioxide byproduct as a potential core gas for microbubbles for a H2O2-responsive 

ultrasound (US) contrast agent. The oxamide rich bPEI-oxamide nano-formulation 

was successfully synthesized and examined with CL in optical imaging. 

Microbubbles formed during microscopic observation with intense US contrast in 

phantom US experiments upon addition of H2O2. The nano-formulation was 

administered to disease-model mice and exhibited contrast enhancement in US 

imaging.  
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Chapter 2. Fluorescence Bioimaging 

 

2-1. Self-Deprotonation and Colorization of 1,3-

Bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan in Polar Media: A 

Facile Route to a Minimal Polymethine Dye for NIR 

Fluorescence Imaging 

 

2-1-1. Introduction 

Organic dyes that absorb and fluoresce in the near-infrared range (about 600–

1000 nm) have been widely used in the fields of life and materials sciences. In 

particular, dyes that show near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) have found a variety 

of applications in bioimaging and biosensing as labeling probes.
1
 NIRF detection 

takes advantage of low background interference from solvents, biomolecules, and 

biological matrices, thus allowing for higher in-vitro/in-vivo signal-to-noise ratios 

and deeper tissue penetration of light. Several types of large and complex 

molecules with extended π-conjugation, such as cyanines and oxazine derivatives, 

have been exploited as NIRF biological probes.
2
 However, the availability of 

suitable NIRF dyes for diverse bioapplications remains quite limited and 

complicated synthetic processes are required for their development. 
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Merocyanine dyes, which are characterized by the conjugated structure with 

π-electron-donor and -acceptor units, are another candidates for NIRF labeling.
3
 

During our efforts to develop new merocyanin-type NIRF dyes, we found that a 

preconjugated acceptor, 1,3-bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan (IDC2, Figure 2-1), 

turned blue and emitted NIRF by itself in polar media, even before its chemical 

incorporation into the π-conjugated merocyanine structure. IDC2 is a common 

reagent that is used in the synthesis of strong acceptor-substituted π-conjugation by 

Knoevenagel condensation.
4
 It is a small benzene derivative (Mw=242.23 g mol

−1
) 

and is thus colorless and non-fluorescent when it is dissolved in nonpolar solvents. 

Therefore, its polar-medium-motivated colorization and NIRF-generation are an 

unusual phenomenon for that kind of small molecules and prompted us to explore 

its utility as a minimal NIRF dye. The use of IDC2 as a NIRF bioprobe has several 

potential advantages: 1) It is commercially available and inexpensive; 2) it is 

applicable for polar physiological environments where its NIRF would be activated; 

3) it has an aromatic/hydrophobic nature that allows for the noncovalent labeling of 

biomolecules;
5
 and 4) it may affect the activity of the labeled biomolecules to a 

lesser extent owing to its minimal size. With these considerations in mind, we 

attempted to utilize IDC2 to design a facile route to a simple NIRF-probing system. 

Herein, we report a study on a series of 1,3-indandione analogues with a different 

number of dicyanomethylidene units (IDCx, Figure 2-1) to determine the origin of 

the chromogenesis and fluorescence generation of IDC2. Moreover, we 

demonstrate the potential of IDC2 as a NIRF probe by preparing a noncovalent 
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complex with human serum albumin (HSA) and applying it to the imaging of 

cancer cells and tumor-bearing mice. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Structures of IDCx, IDCx−1 H, and PDC2. 
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2-1-2. Experimental 

All chemical reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received.
1
H NMR 

spectra were recorded on an Avance DPX-300 (300 MHz, Bruker, Germany). 

UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra were measured on an 8453 UV/Vis 

spectrophotometer (Agilent Technology, USA) and an F-7000 fluorescence 

spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Japan), respectively. Relative fluorescence quantum 

yields (Φf) were estimated by using Cy5 in EtOH as a reference. The pH-

dependence measurements were performed in acidic and basic aqueous solution, 

which were prepared by mixing aqueous solutions of HCl (0.1 M) and NaOH 

(0.1 M). 

Experimental pKa titration. The pH-dependence measurements were performed 

in pH≈1.4–13.2. The ratios of the absorbances (R) at λ=580 and 345 nm as a 

function of pH value were theoretically fitted to extract the pKa value by using 

Equation (1), where AAH(λ) and AA(λ) are the absorbance of the endpoint species (at 

lowest and highest pH value) at the considered wavelength (λ). 

R =
𝐴580

𝐴345
=

𝐴𝐴𝐻(580)10−𝑝𝐻+𝐴𝐴(580)10−𝑝𝐾𝑎

𝐴𝐴𝐻(345)10−𝑝𝐻+𝐴𝐴(345)10−𝑝𝐾𝑎 ((1)) 

Computational details. Quantum chemical calculations were carried out to 

determine the electronic transition characteristics and pKa values of IDCx and 

IDCx−1 H. The ground-state geometries of neutral and deprotonated species were 

carried out in the gas phase. On the basis of the optimized geometries in the ground 

state, frequency calculations were performed to characterize the obtained stationary 

points. A temperature of 298.15 K and a pressure of 1 atm were used for all 
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calculations. Solvent effects were taken into account by means of the polarizable 

continuum model (PCM)
11

 through single-point energy calculations that were 

based on the optimized gas-phase geometries. On the basis of the optimized 

geometries in the ground state, TD-DFT calculations were carried out in an 

aqueous system that was associated with the PCM; 50 singlet and 50 triplet excited 

states were calculated. Simulated absorption spectra were obtained with a Gaussian 

envelope with a width of 0.2 eV for each peak. For all calculations, a B3LYP/6–

31G** level of theory was used. All calculations were carried out by using the 

Gaussian 09 package.
12

 

Theoretical pKa calculations: The gas-phase Gibbs free energy change (ΔG
0

gas) was 

calculated by using Equation (2). The aqueous Gibbs free energy change of acid 

dissociation (ΔG
0
aq) was performed by combining ΔG

0
gas with ΔG

0
solv by using 

Equation (3). For G
0

gas(H
+
) and ΔG

0
solv(H

+
), experimental values of −6.28 

kcal mol
−1

 and −264.61 kcal mol
−1[13]

 were used, respectively. The aqueous pKa 

value was calculated according to Equation (4). 

∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠
0 = 𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠

0 (𝐴−) + 𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠
0 (𝐻+) − 𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠

0 (𝐴𝐻) ((2)) 

In Equation (2), ΔG
0
gas is the gas-phase Gibbs free energy change and G

0
(X) is the 

total Gibbs free energy of species X in the gas phase. 

∆𝐺𝑎𝑞
0 = ∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠

0 + ∆∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0 = ∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠

0 + (𝐴−) + ∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠
0 (𝐻+) − ∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠

0 (𝐴𝐻) +

∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠
0 (𝐴𝐻) + ∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

0 + (𝐻+) − ∆𝐺𝑔𝑎𝑠
0 + (𝐴𝐻) ((3)) 
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In Equation (3), ΔG
0

aq is the change in aqueous Gibbs free energy of acid 

dissociation, ΔG
0

solv is the change in Gibbs free energy of solvation, and ΔG
0

solv(X) 

is the Gibbs free energy of solvation of species X. 

𝑝𝐾𝑎 =
∆𝐺𝑎𝑞

0

𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛10
 ((4)) 

IDC2/HSA complexation: Prior to complexation, stock solutions of IDC2 (8.3 mM 

in EtOH) and human albumin serum (40 mg mL
−1

 in DPBS) were made. Then, a 

solution of complex IDC2/HSA (5.9×10
−4

 mmol from each stock) in DPBS (1 mL) 

was made by simple sonication for 6 h. 

Cellular uptake and fluorescence imaging. Murine squamous carcinoma (SCC7) 

cells were cultured in RPMI1640 medium that contained 10 % Fetal Bovine Serum. 

The tested cells were passed and plated (1×10
6
 cells per dish) on 35 mm glass 

coverslip dishes for 2 days. Then, the cells were washed with DPBS and incubated 

with a solution of IDC2/HSA complex (100 μL) in a serum-free medium (2 mL) 

for 3 h. The cells were then washed twice with DPBS and directly imaged by using 

a Nuance FX multispectral imaging system (Cambridge Research & 

Instrumentation, Inc., USA) that was set to 515–560 nm excitation and 340 s 

exposure time. The spectrum from fluorescence image was obtained on a Nuance 

2.10. 

In vivo NIRF imaging. The animal studies were approved by the Animal Care and 

Use Committee of the Korea Institute of Science and Technology and all handling 

of mice was performed in accordance with the institutional regulations. Tumor 

xenografts were created by subcutaneous injection of a suspension of 1×10
7
 SCC7 
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cells in RPMI1640 cell culture media in 5-week-old male BALB/c nude mice 

(Orient. Korea). After 2 weeks post-inoculation, the mice were intravenously 

injected with the IDC2/HSA complex (1.19×10
−4

 mmol HSA and 1.19×10
−4

 mmol 

IDC2 in 200 μL DPBS). Their tissue distribution and time-dependent excretion 

profiles in the murine tumor model were imaged by positioning mice on an animal 

plate that had been heated to 37 °C in the eXplore Optix System (Advanced 

Research Technologies Inc., Canada). Laser power and count-time settings were 

optimized at 50 μW and 0.3 s per point. A 670 nm pulsed laser diode was used to 

excite the complex. 
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2-1-3. Results and Discussion 

The chromogenesis/fluorescence-generation of IDC2 is shown in Figure 2-

2 and the inset photographs. As a solution in less-polar CH2Cl2, IDC2 was colorless 

(λmax.abs=345 nm) and nonfluorescent, whereas in polar acetone, strong absorption 

and fluorescence peaks appeared in the visible-to-NIR region. This solvent-

dependent optical modulation was assessed by varying the solvent over a broad 

range of polarity on the basis of the Lippert–Mataga model.
6
 The solvents used and 

their corresponding polarity parameters were: CCl4 (0.011), 1,4-dioxane (0.021), 

CHCl3 (0.148), Et2O (0.167), CH2Cl2 (0.218), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (0.253), 

acetone (0.284), MeOH (0.309), and water (0.320). From the absorption spectra in 

the selected solvents, we found that the colorization of IDC2 was not a gradual 

solvatochromic change but rather a gated occurrence. As clearly seen in the plot of 

A580/A345 as a function of the solvent-polarity parameter (Figure 2-2 b), an abrupt 

change in color occurred within a narrow polarity window between CH2Cl2 and N-

methyl-2-pyrrolidinone. This result suggested that the discrete solvatochromism of 

IDC2 did not originate from a typical intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) but 

rather from the formation of a new colored species above the critical solvent 

polarity. The absorption and fluorescence spectra were composed of multiple bands 

(Figure 2-2 a). However, the normalized excitation spectra for each emission 

component were all superimposable without any notable dependence on the 

emission wavelength (Figure 2-2 c). In addition, their spectroscopic features were 

almost identical to the absorption spectrum. These results confirmed that the 
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colored fluorescent product was not a mixture of multiple compounds but rather a 

single component. 

The most-likely form of the colored species was the self-deprotonated 

conjugate base of IDC2 (IDC−1 H) because it had a dissociable acidic proton on 

the methylene carbon between two electron-withdrawing dicyanovinylene groups. 

After deprotonation, the negative charge would be delocalized throughout the π-

conjugated structure by strong acceptors (Figure 2-1). The anionic structure would 

be further stabilized by the solvation in polar media. The structure of IDC2−1 H 

was closely related to an existing anionic polymethine dye that was complexed 

with an organic countercation (PDC2, Figure 2-1),
7
 thus suggesting that the 

dissociated anion had been formed in polar media. To confirm this speculation, 

several 1,3-indandione-based structural analogues (IDCx) were studied. As in the 

case of IDC2, both IDC1 and IDC0 showed only UV absorption in CH2Cl2 without 

fluorescence, whereas, in buffer solution at pH 7.4, all of the analogues exhibited 

color and fluorescence (Figure 2-3). These similar behaviors allowed us to assume 

that deprotonation had occurred in all IDCx analogues. 

A theoretical study on the deprotonation reaction was performed by using 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations at the B3LYP/6-31g** level in water. 

Figure4 a shows the optimized geometries of IDC2 and IDC2−1 H, overlaid with 

diagrams of the HOMO and LUMO, respectively. Deprotonation afforded a 

notable change in the HOMO whilst the LUMO remained almost unchanged, 

thereby suggesting that HOMO energy level might have been more susceptible to  
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Figure 2-2. a) Absorption (solid line) and fluorescence spectra (dotted line) of 

IDC2 (8 μM) in CH2Cl2 (black) and acetone (Act, red). Inset: photographs of 

samples of IDC2 in CH2Cl2 and acetone in ambient light (left) and under UV light 

(right, excited at λ=365 nm). b) Ratiometric plot of the absorbance of IDC2 at 

λ=580 and 345 nm in various solvents (30 μM) as a function of polarity. ε and n are 

the dielectric constant and refractive index of the solvent, respectively. c) The 

normalized excitation spectra of IDC2 for each emission component.  
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Figure 2-3. Experimental absorption spectra of IDCx at pH 1.4 (left) and pH 7.2 

(right).  
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deprotonation. In the HOMO, which reflected the electronic ground state, neutral 

IDC2 had an aromatic character with π-electrons on the benzene ring. Importantly, 

the acidic methylene carbon atom at the 2-position was sp
3
-hybridized without π-

electrons, and thus the attached hydrogen atoms were located out of the indan plane 

with a tetrahedral geometry. However, after deprotonation (IDC2−1 H), the 

methylene carbon had some sp
2
 character, with the remaining hydrogen atom 

positioned in the plane of the indan ring, thus implying its conversion into a 

methine carbon atom. As a result, the π-electron-distribution in the HOMO moved 

from the benzene ring onto the methine carbon on deprotonation. This result 

indicated that deprotonation generated effective π-conjugation between the two 

dicyanovinylenes through non-aromatic, unsaturated carbon atoms. DFT 

calculations on IDC0 and IDC1 showed that deprotonation exerted the same effect 

on the HOMOs of all of the IDCx analogues (Figure 2-4). As can be seen in the 

orbital energy levels (Figure 2-5 b), neutral IDCx analogues had notably lowered 

HOMO levels owing to aromatic stabilization, but, in turn, this feature inevitably 

raised their LUMO levels owing to the breakage of aromaticity, thereby resulting 

in large HOMO–LUMO energy gaps. In the case of mono-anionic IDCx−1 H, the 

energy gaps were significantly narrowed by deprotonation because the HOMOs 

were much more destabilized than the LUMOs owing to the loss of aromatic 

character. As a result, calculations on the electronic transition showed that all of 

the neutral forms had high-energy absorption in the UV region whilst new visible 

absorption bands appeared for the deprotonated mono-anions (Figure 2-6 a). These 
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calculations well-reflected the experimental observations of IDCx chromogenesis 

(Figure 2-6 b), thereby supporting the assumption that the colored products in polar 

media might be their deprotonated forms (IDCx−1 H). Figure 2-5 b also elucidated 

the effect of the number of dicyanomethylidenes on the orbital levels. In contrast to 

the predominant modulation of the HOMO by deprotonation, the increasing degree 

of electron-acceptor substitution lowered the LUMO levels much more than that of 

the HOMOs, thereby narrowing the HOMO–LUMO energy gap. Consequently, the 

calculated absorption bands of both neutral and deprotonated forms were red-

shifted with increasing the number of dicyanomethylidene units 

(IDC0→IDC1→IDC2; Figure 2-6 a), which was in accord with the experimentally 

observed trend (Figure 2-5 b). 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4. HOMO and LUMO contour diagrams of IDC0, IDC0-1H, IDC1, and 

IDC1-1H, obtained by density functional theory (DFT) calculation at a level of 

B3LYP/6-31g** in water.  
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Figure 2-5. a) Optimized geometries of IDC2 and IDC2−1 H, overlaid with 

HOMO and LUMO contour diagrams. b) Calculated HOMO (black) and LUMO 

levels (gray) of IDCx and IDCx−1 H. All calculations were performed by using 

DFT methods in water. c) Experimental absorption spectra of IDC2 in water (30 

μM) at pH 1.4 (green line) and pH 7.2 (red line). d) Ratiometric plot of the 

absorbance of IDC2 at λ=580 and 345 nm as a function of the pH value. The solid 

curve is the fitting result that was obtained by using Equation (1).  
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Figure 2-6 (a) Calculated absorption spectra of IDCx and IDCx−1 H. All 

calculations were performed by using DFT methods in water. (b) Experimental 

absorption spectra of IDCx at pH 1.4 (dot line) and pH 7.2 (solid line). 

 

 

Figure 2-7. Ratiometric plot of IDC2 absorbance at 580 nm and 345 nm, as a 

function of pH (pH 1.4 ~ 13.2). The solid curve is the fitting result obtained by 

using Eq. 1.  
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Table 2-1. Calculated ∆G 
0
 gas, 

a
 ∆G 0 solv 

a
 and pKa values of IDC2 and IDC2-1H.

 

a
All units in kcal/mol. 

b
 Gas phase ground state geometry optimizations and frequency 

calculations were performed with B3LYP/6-31G** level of theory. 
c
 Solvation effects were 

considered applying PCM single point energy calculations using the previously calculated 

gas phase geometries.

Entry DG0
gas

b DG0
solv

c pKa

IDC2 298.2602 -292.734 4.05343

IDC2-1H 453.7901 -375.265 57.5939
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To provide experimental evidence for the deprotonation of IDC2, spectroscopic 

titration was carried out in aqueous solution by measuring absorption spectra at 

various pH values. Figure 2-5 c shows two representative absorption spectra at 

neutral and lower pH values, where the visible absorption at pH 7.2 disappeared 

completely on acidification to pH 1.4. Moreover, the spectrum at pH 1.4 was 

almost identical to that of neutral IDC2 in CH2Cl2 (Figure 2-2 a). This color 

bleaching implied that the colored species was the deprotonated conjugate base of 

IDC2, which could be re-protonated back into the colorless neutral form at acidic 

pH. As shown in Figure 2-5 d, a plot of A580/A345 as a function of pH value gave a 

spectroscopic titration curve with a single inflection point. From the fitting of the 

titration curve, the pKa value of IDC2 was about 3.0, which indicated that IDC2 

was an organic acid that could be self-deprotonated at neutral pH. IDC2 could be a 

diprotic acid because it has two hydrogen atoms on the acidic methylene carbon. 

However, on further increasing the basicity toward pH 14, only a single inflection 

was observed at around the obtained pKa value (Figure 2-7). The theoretical value 

(pKa,calcd), which was determined by DFT calculations on Gibbs free energy and 

enthalpy (Table 2-1), was about 4.1 for the first dissociation (IDC2→IDC2−1 H), 

which reflected the experimental dissociation constant. In contrast, the second 

deprotonation (IDC2−1 H→IDC2−2 H) was extremely high (pKa,calcd≈57.6), thus 

suggesting that the dianionic IDC2−2 H could not form within the pH range 

considered. This deprotonation could be further confirmed by measuring the 
1
H 

NMR spectra in polar [D6] acetone with and without trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as a 
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strong acid (pKa≈0.52; Figure 7). Under strongly acidic condition with excess TFA, 

the spectrum corresponded to the structure of IDC2 with two methylene protons. In 

pure [D6] acetone, the spectrum showed the appearance of additional peaks that 

corresponded to the structure of IDC−1 H with only a single methylene proton. The 

formation of an anionic colored species was further confirmed by a downfield shift 

of the methylene proton owing to its conversion into a methine proton that was 

attached to the sp
2
-converted carbon and that the aromatic protons were shifted 

upfield owing to the strong shielding effect from electron-enriching anionization. 

The anionic polymethine analogue with a linear open-chain conformation (PDC2) 

emitted far-blue-shifted fluorescence (λmax.fl≈470 nm), even though it had the same 

number of methine carbon atoms as IDC2.
7
 Consequently, we deduced that the 

phenyl bridge of IDC2 played a key role in the fluorescence shift into the NIR by 

conformational locking into a planar polymethine geometry as well as by an 

electronic contribution to the extension of π-conjugation.  
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Figure 2-8. a) 
1
H-NMR spectra of IDC2 taken in acetone-d6, trifluoroacetic acid 

(TFA)-mixed acetone-d6, and methylene chloride-d2 (MC). Dotted lines indicate 

the assigned proton peaks of IDC2-1H. b) Photograph of IDC2 in acetone-d6 with 

and without TFA added.  
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Owing to its low pKa value, IDC2 was expected to undergo self-

deprotonation/coloration even in slightly acidic physiological environments, such 

as tumor tissues and intracellular endosomes. This property renders it useful for 

NIRF imaging in cells and in vivo. To demonstrate this potential application, a 

physical complex between IDC2 and a serum protein was prepared through 

noncovalent interactions. Human serum albumin (HSA) was chosen as a matrix 

protein because it is known to bind a wide range of polymethine dyes through 

physical adsorption.
8
 In the isolated state, the fluorescence quantum yield of free 

IDC2 was 0.1 in MeOH but it dropped to 0.01 in aqueous buffer (pH 7.4), as 

typically observed for organic dyes in water.
5
 Upon mixing with HSA, the 

spectroscopic characteristics of IDC2 were altered. The blunt absorption spectrum 

of free IDC2 in water became multiband structured, as observed in organic solution 

(Figure 2-9 a). Importantly, the fluorescence was markedly enhanced in the 

presence of HSA, with the quantum yield raised to 0.05 (Figure 2-9 b). These 

spectroscopic modulations indicated the spontaneous formation of a noncovalently 

bound complex between the coexisting IDC2 and HSA. This structured absorption 

spectrum and fluorescence enhancement may have been due to a change in the 

molecular environment in which IDC2 was located. We considered that the 

hydrophobic nature of IDC2 rendered it bound to the hydrophobic domain in the 

3D structure of HSA. This binding offered a less-polar organic-like environment
2
 

that could enhance the fluorescence of IDC2−1 H. The performance of the obtained 

IDC2/HSA complex as a bioprobe was evaluated by applying it to the NIRF 
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imaging of live cancer cells in vitro and tumor-bearing mice in vivo. For cellular 

imaging, murine squamous carcinoma (SCC7) cells were incubated with the 

IDC2/HSA complex and examined under a fluorescence microscope. After 

incubation at 37 °C for 3 h, an intense fluorescence signal was observed from the 

cytoplasmic regions of the treated cells (Figure 2-9  c), which was in good 

agreement with the reported cellular-uptake pattern for HSA.
9
 The localized 

spectrum obtained from the cytoplasm clearly manifested the characteristic 

IDC2−1 H fluorescence, thereby affirming active signaling for monitoring the 

cellular uptake of the host protein. Indeed, the fluorescence signal that was 

obtained from IDC2−1 H had greater potential for live-animal imaging because it 

was located in the tissue-penetrating NIR region. To demonstrate the possible 

utility of this advantageous feature, noninvasive NIRF visualization of systemically 

administered HSA was attempted by imaging the IDC2/HSA complex that was 

injected into the tail vein of a SCC7-tumor-bearing BALB/c nude mouse. As 

shown in Figure 2-9  d, fluorescence images that were recorded with NIR 

excitation successfully displayed the temporal tissue distribution and tumor 

accumulation with an intense NIRF signal through the living body. The obtained 

biodistribution of the NIRF signals reflected well the reported distribution of HSA 

that was administered in the tumor-bearing mice.
10

 This result confirmed that the 

NIR fluorescence that was generated from the minimal polymethine dye 

(IDC2−1 H) was applicable to noninvasive in vivo imaging. From these imaging 
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results, we concluded that IDC2 has great potential as a minimal probe for NIRF 

imaging in cells and in vivo. 

  

 

Figure 2-9. a) Absorption and b) Fluorescence spectra of IDC2 (black) and the 

IDC2/HSA complex (red) in PBS (pH 7.4, 4.9 μM). c) Bright-field (left) and NIRF 

images (right) of SCC7 cells that were treated with the IDC2/HSA complex. Inset: 

localized fluorescence spectrum in the cytoplasmic region. d) In vivo NIRF images 
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of a SCC7-tumor-bearing mouse (n=4) before and after injection of the complex 

into the vein in the tail. White circles indicate the location of the tumor. 

 

2-1-4. Conclusion 

We have investigated an intriguing phenomenon of chromogenesis and NIRF-

generation by a small, colorless benzene derivative (IDC2) in polar media. 

Experimental and theoretical studies concluded that IDC2 is a self-dissociable 

organic acid (pKa≈3.0) whose deprotonated conjugate base (IDC2−1 H) was the 

colored species that emitted NIRF. From the successful probing of a model 

biomolecule (HSA) in cells and in vivo by noncovalent complexation and NIRF 

visualization, we anticipate that the utilization of IDC2 and IDC2-derivatized 

organic acids will provide a facile route for the exploitation of minimal NIRF 

probes, which might be advantageous for imaging applications that demand small-

sized labels, that are worthy of further structural derivatization for tuning 

optical/bioactivity and labeling by chemical conjugation. 
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Chapter 2-2. Fluorogenic Nanoreactor Assembly with 

Boosted Sensing Kinetics for Timely Imaging of 

Cellular Hydrogen Peroxide 

 

2-2-1. Introduction 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a mediator molecule that plays crucial roles in 

various cellular signal transductions related to physiological processes
1-3

 as well as 

pathological effects.
4
 It has been found that H2O2 is a major reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) implicated in redox signaling during proliferation and apoptosis of 

cells
3,5

 owing to its relatively high stability.
2,3,6

 In cell signaling, stimulation by 

cellular receptors or enzymes produces H2O2 whose concentration and location rely 

strongly on types of the process of interest. For example, the endogenous 

concentration of H2O2 varies from 10
-8

-10
-7

 M in proliferation to 10
-4

 M in 

apoptosis.
2,7

 Due to the process-dependent nature of H2O2 production, highly 

resolved imaging of cellular H2O2 distribution in both spatial and temporal ways is 

essential to provide key information in understanding localized subcellular 

events.
8,9

 

Imaging H2O2 in living cells by a fluorescence dequenching response of 

quenched molecular probes has been extensively exploited. 

Dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCFH) and its diacetate derivative (DCFH-DA) have 

been widely used,
10

 and other candidate molecules whose fluorescence is quenched 
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by chemical caging with H2O2-cleavable moieties such as boronate
11-13 

and 

sulfonate
14-15

 were reported for the endogenous detection of H2O2. Since 

fluorogenic H2O2 sensing works on a reaction basis, sensitivity is significantly 

affected by the reaction rate of probe molecules. In this regard, single- molecule 

probe systems would have critical limits in increasing the reaction rate by 

modifying the chemical structure, offering generally low sensing rates. There have 

been reports on real-time imaging of intracellular H2O2 with inorganic nanoprobes 

with switchable photoluminescence.
16

 However, it is hard to achieve exact 

visualization of the spatiotemporal evolution of low-level H2O2 at the very 

beginning of a subcellular event by single-molecule probes without any 

improvement in reversibility and/or kinetics. 

Taking reaction kinetics into consideration, we devised a simple way of 

catalyzing the sensing reaction by integrating molecular probe reactants with 

catalysts in a nanoreactor. Here, we report a reactor-like fluorogenic nanoprobe in 

which quenched fluorescent dyes and catalytic additives are densely co-

incorporated, enabling imaging of H2O2 with improved spatiotemporal resolution 

during cellular processes. Even though the flurogenic molecule in our nanoreactor 

has irreversible character, we could achieve the real-time imaging of H2O2 at the 

beginning of the cellular event due to the fast sensing kinetics of our nanoreactor. 
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Figure 2-10. (a) Synthesis of a fluorescence-quenched probe molecule (pFS-DT) 

and its reverse (fluorescence dequenching) reaction in response to H2O2. (b) 

Schematic illustration of an all-in-one nanoreactor co-incorporating pFS-DT and 

catalysts (hydrophobic base or acid) and its H2O2–triggered fluorogenic reaction. 
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2-2-2. Experimental 

Materials and Methods. Pentafluorobenzene-1-sulfonyl chloride and 2,4,6-

trimethylbenzoic acid were purchased from TCI. Diethyl 2,5-

dihydroxylterephthalate and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich and were used as received. We followed the MSDS guidance for handling 

1-phenlyimidazole, to prevent eye/skin exposure, swallowing and inhaling. 
1
H/

13
C 

NMR spectra were collected in CDCl3 at 25 
o
C on a Bruker AV-300 spectrometer. 

Chemical shifts are reported in the standard δ notation of parts per million using 

the peak of residual proton signals of CDCl3 as an internal reference. Elemental 

analysis was performed on a CHNS-O Analyzer (EA 1180, FISONS Instruments). 

The mass spectrum of the final compound was obtained from the fast atom 

bombardment (FAB) ionization mode with m-NBA matrix (JEOL JMS-700). 

Absorption and fluorescence spectra were acquired using a UV-visible 

spectrometer (Agilent 8453) and a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000, 

wavelength calibrated for excitation and emission), respectively. The fluorescence 

quantum yields were determined using ethanol solution of rodamine B (Φ f = 0.6) 

as a reference. Particle size distribution of nanoparticle dispersions in deionized 

water was determined at 25 ° C using a particle sizer and a zeta-potential analyzer 

(90 Plus and Zeta PALS, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation). Transmission 

electron microscopic (TEM) image of negatively stained particles (with 2 wt% 

uranyl acetate) was obtained with a CM30 electron microscope (FEI/Philips) 

operated at 200 kV. 
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Synthesis of Diethyl 2,5-Bis[(pentafluorophenylsulfonyl)oxy] -terephthalate 

(pFS-DT). To a solution of diethyl 2,5-dihydroxylterephthalate (0.87 mmol) and 

triethylamine (2.4 mmol) in anhydrous THF (20 mL) was added 

pentafluorobenzenesulfonyl chloride (2.1 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred 

at room temperature overnight under a dry nitrogen atomosphere. The mixture was 

filtered and concentrated in vacuum. pFS-DT was isolated as a white powder (0.5 g, 

90 %) by fresh column chromatography on silica gel (CHCl3:Hexane = 1:10; Rf = 

0.4). 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, ppm): δ 1.42 (t, J = 3.5 Hz, 6H), 4.38 (d, J = 3.6 

Hz, 4H), 7.88 (s, phenyl, 2H). 
13

C NMR (CDCl3, 75 MHz, ppm): 13.88, 

62.81,127.29, 129.41, 136.07-136.54, 139.48-139.93, 143.47-143.96, 145.47, 

146.96-147.48, 161.69. Anal. Calcd for C23H2 F10O4S2 : C, 40.35; H, 1.69; S, 8.98. 

Found: C, 40.3; H, 1.9; S, 9.0. HRMS (FAB
+
): calculated for C22H20N2O4 [M+H]

+
 

714.9790, found 714.9793. 

GC/MS Analysis on the Reaction of pFS-DT with Hydrogen Peroxide. Gas 

chromatography/mass spectrometry analysis was performed on an HP-6890 and 

HP-5973 instruments equipped with a capillary column (DB-5, 30 m × 0.320 mm × 

0.25 μm). H2O2 (100 μL) and triethylamine (5 μL) were added to the pFS-DT (10 

mg) solution dissolved in CHCl3 (1 mL). After shaking the mixture for 5 min at 

room temperature, the organic layer was analyzed by GC/MS. The oven 

temperature was programmed from 80 to 300 °C at 10 °C/min, and final hold 10 

min. Main decomposition product was assigned as diethyl 2,5-

dihydroxylterephthalate (DT); Rt 15 min, MS (m/z, %): 255 (M+1, 5), 254 (M+, 
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31), 209 (27), 208 (100), 181 (5), 180 (22), 163 (13), 162 (72), 135 (7), 134 (15), 

107 (9), 79 (5), 78 (5), 53 (9). 

Preparation of Nanoprobes. Pluronic F-68 (10 mg) and pFS-DT (0.1 mg) were 

homogeneously mixed with or without catalytic additive (1-phenyl imidazole or 

2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid at a given weight ratio with pFS-DT) by dissolution in 

methylene chloride (1.2 mL) and then the solvent was evaporated by air drying. 

The dried mixture was vortex vigorously with Milli-Q water (1 mL) to give an 

aqueous dispersion of NPs.  

Selectivity Evaluation. H2O2, TBHP and OCl
-
 were delivered from 30 wt%, 70 

wt%, and 5 wt% aqueous solutions, respectively. O2
-
 and NO

• 
were generated by 

adding stock solutions of KO2 and 3-(aminopropyl)-1-hydroxy-3-isopropyl-2-oxo-

1-triazene (NOC-5) in DMSO, respectively. 
•
OH and 

•
OtBu were generated by 

Fenton reaction of 1 mM Fe
2+

 with 100 µM H2O2 or 100 µM TBHP, respectively. 

Kinetics. The deprotection-induced fluorogenic reaction was monitored using a 

fluorescence spectrometer. The time courses for the conversion of non-fluorescent 

to fluorescent states were followed with the fluorescence intensity at 450 nm. In a 

typical experiment, 100 M of H2O2 was added to the 1 mg/mL aqueous 

suspension of the nanoprobes. For the highly base-catalyzed nanoprobes (1PI:pFS-

DT=10:1 and 5:1), the kinetic constants were determined with nonlinear fitting 

according to the following steady-state kinetics Eq. (1), 

𝐼 = 𝐴𝑡 + 𝐵(1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑡)       Eq. (1) 
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where I is increased fluorescence intensity and k is the observed rate constant (kobs). 

A is steady state velocity defined by Michaelis-Menten equation and B is a multiple 

kinetic parameter. 

For 1PI/pFS-DT NPs at the weight ratio of 1:1, 0.1:1 and 0:1, and TMBA/pFS-DT 

NPs (10:1), the kinetic constants were determined with nonlinear fitting according 

to the following Pseudo-first-order kinetics Eq. (2), 

𝐼 = 𝐴(1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑡)            Eq. (2) 

where I is increased fluorescence intensity and k is the observed rate constant (kobs). 

A is fluorescence intensity at equilibrium. 

Preparation and Staining of Cell Models. For phagocytosis experiment, 

RAW264.7 macrophages were cultured in DMEM with 10 % fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and stimulated by phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA, Sigma, 100 μM 

stock in Millipore water) for 50 min. The fluorescence images were obtained after 

uptake of 0.1 mg/mL of TMBA/pFS-DT or 1PI/pFS-DT NPs. In imaging EGF-

stimulated H2O2 generation, A431 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium 

(Gibco, Grand Island, NY) containing 10 % FBS and 1 % penicillin-streptomycin 

in a humidified 5 % CO2 incubator at 37 
o
C. The tested cells were seeded onto 35-

mm cover glass bottom dishes and allowed to grow until a confluence of 70 %. For 

all experiments, solution of NPs, epidermal growth factor (EGF, Sigma, 100 

µg/mL stock in Millipore water) and inhibitors were added by bath application to 

the cell culture media while on the microscope stage or incubated at 37 
o
C for the 

indicated times and then imaged. All inhibitors were purchased from EMD 
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Bioscience. For the lipotoxicity study, RIN-m cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 

medium with 10 % FBS. Palmitic acid (Sigma) was prepared as 1 mg/mL stock 

solution in ethanol. RIN-m cells were transfected with CellLight®  Peroxisome-

RFP, BacMam 2.0 (Life Technology Corp.) for 14 h and sequentially incubated 

with palmitic acid for 12 h. Cells were washed with DPBS and then imaged. For 

starvation experiment, HeLa cells were incubated in Earle's balanced salt solution 

(EBSS) or a control medium (DMEM with 10 % of FBS) for 3h. The fluorescence 

images were observed after treatment with 0.1 mg/mL of NPs for 10 min. To make 

hypoxic condition, HeLa cells were incubated under an Anaeropack
TM

 (Mitsubishi 

gas chemical company, Inc.) less than 0.1 % O2 or 20 % O2 conditions for 24 h. 

The fluorescence images of H2O2 were observed after treatment with 0.1 mg/mL of 

NPs for 5 min.  

Fluorescence Imaging of Cells. Fluorescence imaging was performed with 

Nuance FX multispectral imaging system (Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, 

Inc., USA) set to 350-380 nm excitation and 480-530 nm emission. Real-time 

imaging was conducted by using iXon Back-illuminated Electron multiplying CCD 

(EMCCD) Camera with a DAPI/FITC filter set for excitation/emission.  

Transfection of Plasmid DNA Expressing Nox1-YFP. A431 cells were plated on 

35-mm glass bottom dish (2 × 10
5
) and grown in DMEM for 48 h at 37 

o
C. Cells 

were incubated for another 30 min at 37 
o
C after replacing growth medium with 

antibiotics- and FBS-free medium. A transfection reagent was prepared by mixing 

Lipofectamine (10 μL in 240 μL of Optim-MEM incubated for 5 min at room 
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temperature) and Nox1-YFP plasmid DNA (10 μL in 240 μL of Opti-MEM 

incubated for 5 min at room temperature) and incubating for 20 min at room 

temperature. The mixture and 1.5 mL of growth medium were then added to the 

cell dish after suction of existing medium. After 6 h incubation at 37 
o
C, medium 

was replaced with medium containing antibiotics and FBS and incubated for 24 h 

at 37 
o
C for expression of Nox1-YFP.  
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2-2-3. Results and Discussion 

Diethyl 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate (DT) was chosen as a fluorescent unit due to 

its high fluorescence efficiency (FLQY = 0.71 in THF and 0.45 in water 

suspension of nanoaggregates) even in the solid state, being suitable for 

constructing dye-concentrated nanoprobes. Fluorescence of the parent dye (DT) 

was quenched with the pentafluorophenylsulfonyl (pFS) group
13-14

 by bis-

sulfonylation of DT led to significant fluorescence quenching (FLQY of pFS-DT = 

0.001 in THF solution) with a large hypsochromic shift of the absorption maximum 

(max.abs) from 380 to 275 nm shown Fig 2-11 a. 

Fluorescence recovery of pFS-DT in response to H2O2 was evaluated with 

different catalytic additives in THF solution. pFS-DT by itself exhibited a 

fluorogenic response to H2O2. The degree of dequenching was enormously 

enhanced in the presence of a base, triethylamine (TEA), whereas acetic acid 

(AcOH) showed a retarding effect by which the recovered fluorescence at a given 

time was weaker than that of pFS-DT itself (Fig 2-11 b). The base-catalyzed 

enhanced response is attributable to the deprotonation of H2O2 into perhydroxide 

(HOO
-
) with enhanced nucleophilicity for perhydrolysis. To understand the origin 

of the fluorogenic response of pFS-DT, the spectral characteristics were examined 

with model compounds (Figure 2-12). Because pFS-DT is a bis-sulfonylated 

compound, mono- or di-pFS deprotection is anticipated to occur by H2O2–induced 

perhydrolysis. Model compounds for mono- and di-pFS deprotection manifested 

distinct absorption, emission, and excitation maxima (max.abs = 325 nm, max.em = 
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380, 468 nm, max.ex = 325 nm for mono-deprotection; max.abs = 378 nm, max.em = 

450 nm, max.ex = 380 nm for di-deprotection). Spectral features of the latter di-

deprotected compound (DT) coincide well with those of the H2O2–reaction product 

of pFS- DT, suggesting that DT is the emissive product of the fluorogenic reaction. 

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) confirmed that pFS-DT indeed 

decomposes into di-deprotected DT in the presence of H2O2 and To nanoscopically 

confine the above-demonstrated sensing reaction, H2O2 nanoreactor probes (NPs) 

were briefly formulated through homogeneous mixing of catalytic additive and 

pFS-DT at a given weight ratio with Pluronic F-68 that is a neutral polymeric 

surfactant forming stable micelles. To introduce base catalysis to the sensing 

kinetics, 1-phenylimidazole (1PI) was chosen as a hydrophobic base that mimics 

histidine (His), a key residue of horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
17

 involved in H2O2 

activation. For decelerating the sensing reaction, trimethylbenzoic acid (TMBA) 

was employed as an acidic decatalyst that would hinder the H2O2 deprotonation 

and thus retard the pFS-DT perhydrolysis. The physically assembled NPs formed a 

stable aqueous suspension. Base NPs (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1) presented the average 

diameter and the intensity-weighted hydrodynamic size of 77 ± 17 nm (TEM) and 

103 ± 13 nm (DLS), respectively (Fig 1c). 
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Figure 2-11. (a) Absorption and fluorescence spectra of DT and pFS-DT in THF 

and photograph showing fluorescence of samples under 365-nm illumination. (b) 

Fluorescence response of pFS-DT to H2O2 in THF in the presence or absence of a 

catalyst (AcOH or TEA), after a reaction time of 20 min at 25 
o
C. (c) Size 

distribution and TEM image (inset) of basic NPs (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1; scale bar: 300 

nm). (d) Dependence of rate constants on the loading amounts of 1PI incorporated 

in NPs. (e) Fluorescence responses of basic (red, Base), neutral (orange, Neut) and 

acidic (green, Acid) NPs to various ROS, obtained after stirring them with 100 μM 

of each ROS for 60 min at room temperature.  
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Figure 2-12. Chemical structures of DT, 1pFS-DT and pFS-DT, and their 
1
H-NMR 

spectra: (a) pFS-DT and (b) a mixture of 1pFS-DT and pFS-DT. Even though as-

synthesized 1pFS-DT is mixed with a fraction of pFS-DT, this mixture was directly 

used without further purification for the following optical characterization because 

pFS-DT has no interference to the optical properties of 1pFS-DT. No appearance 

of –OH proton peak of DT indicates the absence of DT in the mixture.  
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ii iii
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Figure 2-13. (a) Absorption spectra of pFS-DT, 1pFS-DT (mixture) and DT. (b) 

Fluorescence spectra of pFS-DT, 1pFS-DT (mixture) and DT. (c) Excitation 

spectra for the fluorescence of DT and 1pFS-DT (mixture). (d) Fluorescence 

spectra of DT (in dichloromethane, MC), DT NPs (in water) and 1PI/pFS-DT NPs 

(in water) reacted with H2O2. (e) Excitation spectra for the fluorescence of DT, 

1pFS-DT (mixture) and 1PI/pFS-DT NPs reacted with H2O2.  
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H2O2 sensing kinetics of NPs was analyzed with time after addition of 100 μM 

H2O2. The fluorogenic responses with different loading amounts and types of 

catalytic additives could be expressed by two different kinetic equations (Figure 2-

14). NPs that are uncatalyzed (pFS-DT alone), acid-decatalyzed (TMBA:pFS-

DT=10:1) and catalyzed with relatively small amounts of base (1PI:pFS-DT=1:1 

and 0.1:1) presented a single-phase fluorescence rise during the whole period of 

observation. In contrast, NPs catalyzed with excess base (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1 and 

5:1) showed a two-phase profile where the fluorescence intensity increases rapidly 

during initial 100 s and then reaches to a slow rise region. Kinetic profiles of the 

excess-base NPs were successfully fitted by an equation expressing the pre-steady-

state burst kinetics
18 

which is quite similar to the pre-steady-state burst kinetics of 

enzyme whereas single-phase kinetic behaviors for the other NPs were well suited 

to a typical pseudo-first-order kinetics model.
19

 The single-phase NPs showed rate 

constants (kobs) fitted in the range of 10
-4

-10
-5

 s
-1

 (Table 2-2), which are comparable 

to the previously reported values for boronate-based H2O2 probes.
9,12

 In sharp 

contrast, the highly catalyzed NPs with an initial big burst (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1) 

presented a greatly accelerated kinetic rate that is ten orders of magnitude higher 

than that of the uncatalyzed pFS-DT-alone NPs (Table 2-2). Such a kinetic boost 

with base catalysis could be a critical feature to realized a real-time imaging of 

H2O2. Importantly, the base catalysis was found to provide an additional benefit of 

improving the selectivity of NPs toward H2O2 among biologically relevant ROS 

(Fig 1e). As reported in the literature, the pFS caging group has a marginal 
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uncaging selectivity to H2O2.
13

 Similar to pFs, low H2O2 selectivity was observed 

in uncatalyzed neutral NPs (pFS-DT alone) and Acidic NPs (TMBA:pFS-

DT=10:1). However, the H2O2 selectivity was greatly enhanced in the basic NPs 

(1PI:pFS-DT=10:1) with a ratio of 3.5-12.6. The H2O2 selectivity enhancement is 

unambiguously attributed to the co-incorporation of base catalysis that has no 

catalytic effect on non-specific oxidation reactions but selectively activates 

perhydrolysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-14. Kinetic profiles for H2O2 sensing of NPs with different types and 

amounts of the catalyst. It is fluorescent intensity at a given time t, and I0 is initial 

fluorescent intensity before H2O2 addition. Solid lines are fitted with equations for 

pseudo-first-order kinetics in (a) and pre-steady-state burst kinetics in (b). 
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Table 2-2. Observed rate constants (kobs) for H2O2 sensing of NPs with different 

types and ratios of the catalytic additives. 

Catalytic 

additives 

Additive-to-

probe ratio 

(w/w) 

kobs (s
-1

)
[a]

 

Model 

Kinetics
[b]

 

 

1PI 

10:1 5.6 × 10
6
 Burst 

5:1 4.9 × 10
-1

 Burst 

1:1 2.0 × 10
-4

 1
st
 order 

0.1:1 1.2 × 10
-4

 1
st
 order 

None 0:1 1.1 × 10
-4

 1
st
 order 

TMBA 10:1 8.8 × 10
-5

 1
st
 order 

[a] Observed rate constants (kobs) obtained from nonlinear fitting to kinetic models 

provided in experimental section. [b] Burst: pre-steady-state burst and 1
st
 order: 

pseudo-first-order kinetics. 
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Taking advantage of fast kinetics and improved selectivity in cellular 

environment, we assessed the capability of base-catalyzed NPs (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1; 

referred to as b-NPs) for spatiotemporally-resolved imaging of low-level H2O2 

generated during cellular processes. First, endogenous production of H2O2 in A431 

cells was monitored at the very beginning of EGF stimulation (Figure 2-15). It is 

known that binding of EGF to the extracellular domain of the EGF receptor (EGFR) 

activates phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase (PI3K) and NADPH oxidase (Nox) to 

generate superoxide which is converted to H2O2 via spontaneous dismutation and 

then penetrates the membrane to the cytosol.
8,13,20

 To see the sequence of this 

process in a timely manner, A431 cells were pre-treated with 0.1 mg/mL of b-NPs 

for 5 min, during which no fluorogenic signals were seen in the microscopic 

observation. Upon stimulation of the pre-treated cells with EGF (500 ng/mL), 

fluorescence spots with a punctate pattern evolved from localized cellular regions 

during initial 15 min. After the initial punctate response, fluorescence signals were 

gradually diffused throughout the cytosolic area with the overall intensity increased. 

It was observed that the signal diffusion coincides with a marked shrinkage in cell 

morphology (bright field images in Fig 2-5 a), which is in accordance with the 

EGF- modulated cell shape change reported in the literature.
20

 The middle and 

bottom rows correspond to the regions indicated with orange squares in the top row. 

During the time, no notable fluorescence was detected without EGF stimulation in 

b-NPs treated A431 cells (Fig S6), verifying that the fluorogenic signals in Figure 

2-5 is a response of the cell-internalized b-NPs to endogenous H2O2 during EGF 
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stimulation. In the same experimental setup, a commercial ROS probe molecule, 

DCFH-DA, provided only a blurred and diffused response to EGF stimulation with 

much lower fluorescence intensity, lacking in spatiotemporal information (Figure 

2-16). Moreover, DCFH-DA displayed its intrinsic poor characteristics of light-

induced auto-oxidation before EGF stimulation and photobleaching during 

repetitive imaging, which was not seen with b-NPs. These distinct imaging results 

demonstrate that b-NPs equipped with nanoscopic base catalysis have greatly 

improved performances for cell imaging in terms of spatiotemporal resolution and 

photostability. 

To confirm whether the sensing kinetics of NPs can be retained in the 

intracellular environment, imaging of endogenous H2O2 was briefly conducted with 

RAW264.7 macrophages that can produce high levels of H2O2 in response to 

phorbol myristate acetate (PMA).
14 

After adding PMA, acidic NPs (TMBA:pFS-

DT=10:1) presented a punctate pattern of fluorescence at 60 min of incubation, 

whereas  the pattern with basic NPs (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1) could be seen at much 

earlier time (10 min of incubation). Such distinct behaviors between acidic and 

basic NPs indicate that the physically assembled nanoreactor is retained stably in 

cells, clearly elucidating the utility of NPs as an intracellular bioprobe. 

In A431 cells expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-encoded Nox1, all 

the fluorescently labeled Nox1 domains on the membrane overlapped with a 

fraction of the initial punctate spots of b-NPs (Figure 2-17). Considering that Nox1 

is a member of Nox family (ROS-producing membrane proteins),
21

 the signal co-
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localization between b-NPs and Nox1 concludes that b-NPs is indeed capable of 

visualizing an early phase of the H2O2 production by Nox in the EGF-induced 

signaling pathway with a high spatiotemporal resolution. To further confirm the 

origin of endogenous H2O2 generation, inhibition tests were conducted with 

chemical inhibitors (Figure 2-18). The fluorogenic response of b-NPs to EGF 

stimulation was significantly reduced by PD153035 (inhibiting EGFR kinase 

domain), Apocynin (inhibiting Nox), and Wortmannin (inhibiting PI3K), whereas 

L-NAME (inhibiting NO synthase) revealed no inhibition effect.   
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Figure 2-15. (a) Temporal evolutions of bright field image (top row), fluorogenic 

pattern (middle) and fluorescence intensity profile (bottom) at the indicated time 

points after epidermal growth factor (EGF) stimulation (500 ng/mL) to A431 cells 

pre-treated with 0.1 mg/mL of b-NPs (1PI:pFS-DT=10:1) for 5 min. (b) after 

uptake of 0.1 mg/mL b-NPs without EGF stimulation. The middle and bottom row 

correspond to the regions indicated with orange squares in the top row. a filter set 

of DAPI/FITC was used for excitation/emission.   

a

b
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Figure 2-16. Differential interference contrast (DIC) and fluorescence (FL) images 

of DCFH-DA treated A431 cells at the elapsed time after EGF treatment. Imaging 

was conducted under the same experimental setup and condition with Figure 2-15. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-17. Fluorescence imaging of EGF-triggered production of H2O2 in A431 

cells (transfected with Nox1-YFP plasmid DNA) with b-NPs. Red and green color 

corresponds to the fluorescence signals of Nox1-YFP and b-NPs, respectively, and 

yellow signals (Overlay) indicate the co-localization of the two signals. Cells were 

incubated with b-NPs (0.1 mg/mL) for 10 min and subsequently treated with EGF 

(500 ng/mL). Images were taken at 10 min after the EGF treatment.  
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Figure 2-18. (a) Effects of various inhibitors on fluorescence responses in EGF 

signaling: fluorescence (top row) and bright field (bottom row) images of A431 

cells sequentially incubated with 100 μM each inhibitor for 25 min, EGF (500 

ng/ml) and then 0.1 mg/mL b-NPs for 15 min. Control experiments were conducted 

without EGF/inhibitor treatment. (b) Relative fluorescence intensities in (a). * 

indicates that p < 0.05 when compared to EGF treated cells. Error bars are ± s.e.m.   

a

b
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All these reponses well reflect the mechanistic aspects of EGF-induced signaling 

pathway, suggesting that b-NPs with fast sensing kinetics offer a useful tool for 

timely visualization of cellular biological events implicated with low-level H2O2. 

Further, the cellular impacts of b-NPs were comparatively evaluated between 

HeLa cells with and without sample uptake at 0.1 mg/mL. It turned out that b-NPs 

under the given condition induce no significant alteration in both intracellular H2O2 

and pH levels and that its cytotoxicity is negligible, indicating minimal impacts on 

the cellular physiology. 

To explore the general utility of b-NPs in a wide range of cell processes, 

imaging pathology-related generation of H2O2 in subcellular compartments was 

attempted. Type II diabetes is a disease in which a high level of nonesterified fatty 

acid (NEFA) leads to pancreatic β-cell dysfunction and loss (called lipotoxicity),
22

 

a major cause of which was found to be oxidative stress by metabolically 

overproduced H2O2 in peroxisomes.
23

 As a model for such disorders, a pancreatic 

β-cell line (RIN-m) was stimulated with 50 µM of palmitic acid (one of NEFAs) to 

induce lipotoxicity. Upon uptake into the lipotoxicity-induced cells, b-NPs 

displayed a punctate pattern of fluorescent spots, all of which are co-localized with 

fluorescently labeled peroxisomes (Figure 2-20 a), well visualizing the 

aforementioned pathological process occurring in subcellular compartments. With 

enhanced sensitivity by nanoscopic base catalysis, b-NPs was also capable of 

detecting extremely low levels of H2O2 produced during various cellular processes. 

Endogenous H2O2 in homeostatic cellular processes such as starvation
24

- and 
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hypoxia
25

-induced autophagy was successfully imaged with b-NPs. When treated 

with b-NPs for 15 min, nutrient-starved cells, incubated in Earle’s balanced salt 

solution (EBSS) for 3h, showed brighter fluorescence than cells incubated in 

control media (DMEM with 10 % FBS)  (Figure 2-3 b). Similarly, the fluorescent 

signal of b-NPs in hypoxic (less than 1 % O2 for 24h) HeLa cells was higher than 

in normoxic (20 % O2, Ctrl.) cells (Fig. 3c and Fig. S11b). Moreover, b-NPs was 

capable of imaging cell proliferation involving H2O2 at 10
-8

 M (Figure 2-3 c)
2
. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-20. Fluorescence imaging of H2O2 produced in various cellular 

processes of living cells with b-NPs. (a) NEFA-induced lipotoxicity of RIN-m cells. 

The images show b-NPs channel, peroxisome marker channel, overlay of the two 

channels (merged), and bright field. The inset is a magnified image of the region 

marked with a white square. (b) Starvation-induced autophagy of HeLa cells (c) 

Hypoxia-induced autophagy of HeLa cells.   
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Figure 2-21. Fluorescence imaging of H2O2 produced in cell proliferation of 

HeLa cells incubated with 0.1 mg/mL of NPs (top row) or DCFH-DA (bottom row) 

for 15 min at 25 
o
C. In both experiments, cells were pre-treated with a proliferation 

marker kit (Click-iT EdU imaging kits, Invitrogen) for 15 min and images were 

taken after addition of Alexa Fluor 647 picolyl azide. Graphs show the relative 

fluorescence intensities normalized to signals from the cells before proliferation.  
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2-2-4. Conclusions 

In summary, we have devised a novel concept of reactor-like nanoprobes with 

enzyme-like boosted sensing kinetics for fast, sensitive and selective imaging of 

low-level H2O2 generated during various cellular processes. The nanoreactor 

construction is based on the physical assembly of sulfonylation-quenched 

fluorogenic molecules and catalytic additives into an amphiphile-stabilized 

colloidal structure. Such a versatile probe design enabled facile control of the 

sensing rate to provide unprecedentedly fast sensing kinetics and improved 

selectivity. The base-catalyzed nanoprobes allowed for timely visualization of low-

level H2O2 involved in various cell processes of normal and pathological 

physiology. All the results demonstrate that nanoscopic control of chemical sensing 

reaction is a rational way of tailoring the imaging performance of molecular probes, 

holding potential to offer a new tool for unveiling the fundamentals of cell biology. 
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Chapter 3. Resonance Raman bioimaging 

 

3-1. Organelle Specific Imaging in Live Cells using 

Resonance Raman Probe 

 

3-1-1. Introduction 

 Vibrational Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools available 

for studies of molecular structure of biological samples. Raman spectroscopy relies 

on inelastic scattering of incident light on vibrations of molecular bonds, which 

provides for label-free interrogation of molecular composition of cells and tissues. 

An exciting frontier of Raman spectroscopy application is non-invasive probing of 

the course of molecular processes in specific organelles of live cells, which would 

greatly advance our knowledge about cellular regulation. 

However, the quantification and identification capability of Raman technique 

is limited by the spectral crowding and overlapping of Raman bands from multiple 

copies of the same chemical bonds [1] and [2] in different biomolecules. Specific 

Raman bands which may serve as reliable markers for distinct cellular organelles 

and nuclear structure-function compartments, with minor exceptions, have not been 

found at present time. Hence, most of specific intracellular components cannot be 

unambiguously identified by contemporary Raman techniques. 
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Currently existing fluorescence markers, designed for selective recognition of 

intracellular structures are, unfortunately, poorly combined with Raman 

spectroscopic imaging, mainly due to a strong fluorescence background, masking 

the Raman signal of biomolecules. Besides, when multiple scanning of cells is 

required, fluorescence signal of markers is quickly photobleached at excitation 

power densities used in Raman technique. 

To address the problem of identification of intracellular structures, exogenous 

Raman markers have been developed with characteristic spectral bands (e.g. C-D, 

C≡N, C≡C) in a bio-silent spectral Raman region.
3
 However, reliable detection of 

these markers is notoriously difficult due to Raman sensitivity limitation, when 

they are present in low intracellular concentration. 

Plasmonic enhancement of Raman scattering on metal surfaces, known as 

Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
4
, has been used to increase 

sensitivity. However, advancing SERS technology for mapping of intracellular 

biomolecules is extremely challenging [5] and [6]. Firstly, targeted 

macromolecules greatly outnumber plasmonic nanoparticles which can enter the 

cells without any adverse effect; also the size of most biomolecules is 

incomparably smaller than that of nanoparticles. Therefore, intracellular gradient in 

distribution of biomolecules could not be identified by SERS. Besides, bulky metal 

nanoparticles can disturb activities of biomolecules and produce diverse artifacts. 

Finally, SERS is not applicable in fixed cells, as plasmonic nanoparticles do not 

penetrate into the cell, even after very extensive permeabilization of cellular 
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membranes. All these factors undermine the utility of SERS technology for 

intracellular molecular probing. 

Another strategy to achieve enhancement of Raman scattering utilizes 

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy (RRS)
7
. In RRS, the energy of the excitation is 

adjusted to overlap with an electronic transition of the molecule of interest which 

results in significant amplification of scattered light. Raman signal of several types 

of molecules in the cells, such as flavins, NADH, collagens, elastin, carotenoids 

and cytochromes can be resonantly enhanced in visible light [8] and [9]. However, 

most cellular constituents absorb light in highly phototoxic UV spectral range, 

which is a limitation of using the RRS imaging in live cells [10] and [11]. 

In our communication, we present a novel concept of marker for intracellular 

labeling. This concept aims to achieve resonance Raman (RR) enhancement of 

scattered light on exogenous molecular reporter using visible light excitation 

compatible with live cell imaging. This approach offers clear advantages for 

cellular Raman imaging. Firstly, the reporter excitation in the visible range, where 

natural bio-constituents have insignificant absorption, can yield Raman signal 

selectively enhanced by resonance mechanism, and therefore allow for high 

contrast RRS imaging with low phototoxicity. Secondly, ultra-small size of RR 

probes facilitates access to dense intracellular structures and eliminates artificial 

interference with cellular structures, common for plasmonic nanoparticles. 

We introduce here a family of efficient Azobenzene-based RR probes that can be 

functionalized for specific cellular imaging to study biochemical composition and 
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function of subcellular compartments. The absorption spectrum of our Azobenzene 

probe is tunable by simple chemical derivatization, and in our experiments, was 

designed for a specific spectral region, far from the absorption of native cellular 

biomolecules, to yield a relatively background-free Raman signal. Specifically, we 

design and synthesize Am-CN Azo-OH as resonance Raman molecular probes by 

introducing a dialkyl amino electron donor and a nitrile group electron acceptor, 

which induce a significant red-shift of the electronic absorption spectrum due to 

strong intramolecular charge transfer. The extremely low fluorescence quantum 

yield resulting from an intrinsic non-radiative decay process in Azobenzene allows 

us to reach desirable low fluorescence background to permit sensitive detection of 

the resonance Raman signal. Next, we advance Am-CN Azo-OH reporters for 

studies of the cellular architecture. Chemical conjugation of this reporter to specific 

groups targeting either cellular membranes, or mitochondria enabled selective 

imaging of cellular structures in live cells. Furthermore, for the first time to the best 

of our knowledge, we demonstrate immuno-labeling where the intracellular 

distribution of the epitopes was uncovered by an appropriate antibody coupled to 

the Raman marker. Hence the advantages of highly versatile antibody detection 

methods and comprehensive biochemical characterization by Raman spectroscopy 

can be successfully bridged together.  
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3-1-2. Experimental 

Synthesis of Am-CN Azo-OH. Am-CN Azo-OH was synthesized following a 

modified procedure as that described in the literature.  A solution of 4-

aminobenzonitril (3mmol) in 10 mL ethanol with sulfonic acid (9 mmol) was 

cooled to 0 - 4 
o
C and a solution of sodium nitrite (3 mmol) in 1 mL water was 

added drop by drop to the solution. The resulting mixtures were stirred for 5-6 hrs 

with an ice bath. Then the diazonium salt solution was immediately reacted with 

the 2-(methylphenylamino) ethanol (3mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of Buffer solution 

of acetic acid-acetate sodium (pH 5) and 10 mL ethanol under 4 
o
C for 12 hrs. 

After the reaction mixture was poured to water and the obtained red powder was 

filtered. The powder was purified by recrystallization to give Am-CN Azo-OH as a 

red powder (yield: 73 %). 
1
H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ=3.16 (s, 3H), 3.65 (t, 2H, 

J= 6.0 Hz), 3.90 (t, 2H, J= 6.0 Hz), 6.82 (d, 2H, J= 8.5 Hz), 7.75 (d, 2H, J= 5.0 Hz), 

7.88 (dd, 4H, J= 7.5 Hz, 3.5 Hz) ppm; 
13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 39.33, 

54.58, 60.15, 111.63, 111.74, 119.01, 122.70, 125.89, 133.06, 143.68, 152.66, 

155.35 ppm; FT-IR (neat): 680, 826, 862, 1149, 1213, 1386, 1521, 1539, 1648, 

2051, 2213, 2432, 2488, 2649, 2904, 3728, 3807 cm
-1

; HR-MS(ESI+): m/z: calcd 

for C16H16N4O: 281.13 [M+H
+
]; found: 281.14. 

Synthesis of Am-CN Azo-O-VS. t-BuOK (1.1 mol) was added to a solution of 

Am-CN Azo-OH (1 mmol) in anhydrous THF. The reaction mixture was stirred at 

room temperature for 1hr. The resulting mixture was reacted with divinyl sulfone 

(10 mmol) for 12 hrs at room temperature. After reaction the solution was filtered 
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and evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by 

crystallization with a small amount of ethyl acetate to give Am-CN Azo-O-VS as a 

red powder (yield: 86 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ=3.12 (s, 3H), 3.22 (t, 2H, 

J=5.5 Hz), 3.69 (dd, 4H, J=11.5 Hz, 4.5 Hz), 3.88 (t, 2H, J=5.5 Hz), 5.92 (d, 1H, 

J=10.0 Hz), 6.35 (d, 1H, J=16.5 Hz), 6.56 (dd, 1H, J=7, 9.5 Hz ), 6.78 (d, 2H, 

J=8.5 Hz), 7.75 (d, 2H, J=5.0 Hz), 7.88 (dd, 4H, J=7.5 Hz, 3.5 Hz) ppm; 13C 

NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 39.18, 52.05, 54.90, 64.81, 68.82,111.77, 111.99, 

118.91, 122.62, 126.27, 129.08, 133.09, 137.47, 143.51, 152.51, 154.90 ppm; FT-

IR (neat): 635, 761, 1014, 1114, 1214, 1384, 1459, 1642, 2094, 2213, 3927 cm
-1

; 

HR-MS(ESI+): m/z: calcd for C20H22N4O3S: 399.14 [M+H
+
]; found: 399.15 . 
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Figure 3-1. Synthetic route of Am-CN Azo-OH. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Synthetic route of Mito-Azo and Memb-Azo.  
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Synthesis of Mito-Azo. Triphenylphosphine (1.1 mmol) and 3-bromopropylamine 

hydrobromide (1 mmol) were reacted in chloroform at 80 
o
C for 12hrs. After the 

reaction, the solution was cooled to room temperature and filtered. The obtained 

salt was purified with aceton several times by precipitation to (3-aminopropyl) 

triphenylphosphonium salt as a white crytal. The crystal (1 mmol) and Am-CN 

Azo-O-VS (1 mmol) were reacted in DMSO for 12 hrs at room temperature. After 

the reaction, the solution was poured into acetone to remove DMSO and filtered. 

The obtained salt was purified by washing with acetone several times to give Mito-

Azo as a red solid (yield: 91 %).
1
H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 1.81 (f, 2H), 2.88 

(t, 2H, J=5.5 Hz), 3.01 (t, 2H, J=6.5 Hz), 3.12 (s, 3H),3.40 (m, 4H), 3.69 (m, 4H), 

3.83 (m, 2H), 3.91 (t, 2H, J=5.5 Hz), 6.75 (d, 2H, J=9.0 Hz), 7.64-7.86 (m, 21H); 

13
C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 29.67, 39.06, 45.18, 51.84,52.52, 52.69, 54.51, 

64.96, 68.72, 111.53, 111.95, 118.96, 122.73, 125.89, 130.42, 130.59,133.06, 

133.49, 133.63, 143.75, 152.22, 155.35 ppm; FT-IR (neat): 612, 762, 1012, 1122, 

1191, 1368, 1529, 1808, 2110, 2213, 2438, 2493, 2536, 3762, 3801, 3858, 3876, 

3893, 3910, 3925, 3976 cm
-1

; HR-MS(ESI
+
): m/z: calcd for C41H45N5O3PS: 718.30 

[M
+
]; found:718.30. 

Synthesis of Memb-Azo. 3-bromopropylamine hydrobromide (1mmol) and 

N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl ethylendiamine (1 mmol) were reacted in DMF at 120 
o
C 

for 12 hrs. Then, 1-iodooctadecane (1 mmol) was added to this solution and kept 

stirring at 120 
o
C for 48 hrs. After reaction, acetone was added to this mixture. The 

obtained salt was filtered and purified by washing with acetone to give N1-(3-
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aminopropyl) -N1,N1,N2,N2-tetramethyl-N2-octadecylethane-1,2-diaminium salt 

as a white crystal. The crystal (1 mmol) and Am-CN Azo-O-VS (1 mmol) were 

reacted in DMSO for 12 hrs at room temperature. After reaction the reaction 

solution was poured into acetone to remove DMSO and filtered. The obtained salt 

was purified by washing with acetone several times to give Memb-Azo as a red 

solid (yield: 94 %). 
1
H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO): δ=0.84 (t, 3H, J= 8.5 Hz), 1.23 

(s, 30 H), 1.72 (m, 2H), 1.89 (m, 2H), 2.53 (m, 2H), 2.91 (m, 2H), 3.14 (m, 17H), 

3.40 (m, 6H), 3.45 (m, 2H), 3.65 (m, 4H), 3.80 (m, 2H), 3.96 (m, 2H), 6.68 (m, 2H), 

7.83 (m, 4H), 7.96 (m, 2H) ppm; 
13

C NMR (75 MHz, DMSO): δ= 14.41, 22.21, 

22.53, 26.19, 29.03, 29.14, 29.45, 29.49, 31.74, 40.89, 50.58, 50.87, 50.89, 50.93, 

51.29, 51.41, 51.52, 52.48, 54.19, 68.44, 112.15, 113.59, 119.22, 122.85, 126.18, 

134.04, 143.12, 153.01, 155.27 ppm; FT-IR (neat): 679, 1139, 1236, 1375, 1451, 

1532, 1653, 2200, 2868, 2930, 3676, 3700, 3778 cm
-1

; HR-MS(ESI
+
): m/z: calcd 

for C47H83N7O3S: 413.18 [M
2+

/2+H
+
]; found: 413.27. 

Labelling of antibody with Azo-CN-O-VS. 50 μL of Azo-CN-O-VS in DMSO 

was added to 0.5 mL aliquot of an affinity pure rabbit anti-mouse IgG (H+L) 

solution in HEPES buffer at pH8.2 to get 1:100 antibody: Azo-CN-VS molar ratio. 

The mixture was kept at room temperature for 24h. Centrifugation was followed 

two times against a phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 using Centricon (MWCO 3000) to 

remove unreacted Azo-CN-O-VS. Antibody concentration was determined by UV 

absorption measurement at 280 nm. 
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Raman spectra measurement and Raman imaging. Raman spectroscopy was 

performed using Alpha SNOM confocal Raman microscope system (WITec, 

Germany) equipped with 532 nm (Verdi V-6) and 633 nm He–Ne lasers (Coherent, 

Santa Clara, CA) as laser sources for excitation, and ACTON 300i spectrometer 

with Pixis Spec 10-100 CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ) for 

Raman signal detection. The laser beam was focused into the sample by a Plan Apo 

60×oil immersion objective lens with NA=1.4 (Nikon, Japan). 

In solutions, Raman Spectra were acquired with an integration time of 1 s per pixel, 

and averaged over the area of 8 × 8 pixels. In the cell samples, the integration time 

was ranging from 5 ms to 1 s per pixel, as specified. Raman spectra were obtained 

for each pixel by X–Y scanning of the samples. The laser power at the sample 

plane and the image acquisition time is indicated in the text of manuscript. All 

Raman hyper-spectral data were post-processed (background subtraction, noise 

reduction by smoothing) and then images were generated by using WITec software. 

Cell culture, Raman marker uptake and labeling of membrane and 

mitochondria. HeLa cells were grown on 22 mm × 22mm cover slips in advanced 

DMEM culture medium (Life Technologies), supplemented with 2.5% Fetal 

Bovine serum (Sigma–Aldrich), 1% glutamax, 1% Antibiotic Antimycotic solution 

(Sigma–Aldrich) at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere, containing 5% CO2. When 

specified, Raman imaging was performed in fixed cells. Cell fixation was 

performed in freshly prepared 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) diluted in Phosphate 
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Buffered Saline (PBS). For live cells assay, cells were maintained in a live cell 

Incubator mounted at the microscope stage. 

For live cells uptake, cultured cells were incubated with Am-CN Azo-OH at 25 μM 

concentration for 2 h. For staining of mitochondria and plasma membranes, live 

cells were incubated with Mito-Azo and Memb-Azo at 5 μM concentration for 2 h. 

Prior to Raman imaging, cover slips with cell samples were washed several times 

in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution and sealed on glass microscopy slides 

in Opti MEM cultured medium supplemented with 5% FBS, using imaging spacers. 

Immuno-labeling. For immuno-labeling of the DNA replication sites, we adopted 

a protocol of Nakayasu and Berezney [13] with minor modifications. Briefly, 

cultured cells were incubated with 20 μM BrdU for 1 h. Then cells were fixed in 2% 

PFA/PBS for 10 min, permeabilized in 0.25% Triton for 5 min and incubated in 4 

N HCl for 20 min. Prior to immuno-labeling, cell samples were incubated in 10% 

FBS/PBS to block the unspecific binding of antibodies. Mouse IgG recognizing 

BrdU (Sigma–Aldrich) and rabbit anti-mouse IgG-coupled to Am-CN Azo-OH 

marker were used for labeling of BrdU incorporated into the DNA. 

In control experiments, the specificity of detection antibodies was verified by a 

third cycle of labeling, where the Raman-conjugated antibodies were localized by 

commercial fluorescence probes. We documented an absolute correspondence of 

the fluorescence markers to canonical patterns of DNA replication, thus confirming 

specificity of immuno-labeling. 
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3-1-3. Results and Discussion 

We designed Raman reporters based on the Azobenzene structure (Figure.3-3 

a). Our data illustrate that the ππ* transition peak of absorption was shifted by 

∼150 nm, from 323 nm of absorption maximum in Azobenzene to 472 nm in Am-

CN Azo-OH (Figure. 3-3 b). This bathochromic shift enabled resonance-enhanced 

Raman excitation at 532 nm, in the region of relatively low absorption from 

cellular constituents. Also, Azobenzene has a low Fluorescence Quantum Yield 

(FLQY) which reduces interference between resonance Raman signal and natural 

fluorescence of the RR reporter, thus enhancing detection sensitivity. We have 

comparatively estimated FLQY of Crystal Violet
12

, a known resonance Raman 

reporter, synthesized here Am-CN Azo-OH and original Azobenzene. For Am-CN 

Azo-OH, we measured FLQY of 0.00025, which is almost 100 times lower than 

that of crystal violet 0.019. As a result, Azobenzene and Am-CN Azo-OH show 

over three times lower noise than Crystal Violet. We concluded that the Am-CN 

Azo-OH structure provides for superior Raman detection sensitivity. 

Because of selectively strong resonance enhancement for the Am-CN Azo-OH 

signal under 532 nm excitation falling to the long-wave edge of its absorption, but 

not absorbed by Azobenzene, we measured at least 550 times difference between 

the Raman spectral intensities of these two compounds (Figure 3-3 b). To confirm 

that increased detection sensitivity is due to Resonance Raman enhancement, we 

measured the signal for Am-CN Azo-OH at 633 nm excitation where this Raman 

marker has only 0.5% absorption. Our measurement shows over 30 times higher 
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Raman signal at 532 nm excitation than at 633 nm excitation, this difference 

further confirms RR enhancement (Figure 3-4). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Chemical structures and optical properties of Azobenzene and Am-CN 

Azo-OH: (a) Chemical structures; (b) Normalized absorption spectra; (c) Relative 

Raman signal intensities at 532 nm excitation.   
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Figure 3-4. Relative Raman intensity of Am-CN Azo-OH (1mM solution in 

DMSO; 5mW excitation with either 532nm or 633nm as indicated). We measured 

about 33 times higher signal intensity of 1375cm
-1 

band under 532 nm excitation.   
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Next, to estimate detection sensitivity for bioimaging, we measured the signal 

from Am-CN Azo-OH in a biological environment imitated by Fetal Bovine Serum 

(FBS), using 5 mW excitation at 532 nm and 1 s signal accumulation time. Under 

these experimental conditions we determined a detection threshold of 5 μM for our 

RR marker (Figure 3-5). 

At the next stage of our study we introduced Am-CN Azo-OH marker for 

intracellular imaging. Initially to confirm that our marker can be distinguished in 

the cellular environment, live HeLa cells were incubated in the presence of Am-CN 

Azo-OH to allow for a natural uptake of this compound by endocytosis. Then, cells 

were fixed and the Raman spectra were acquired by x-y scanning of the sample. 

Raman intensity bands at 1375 cm
−1

, 2851 cm
−1

 and 2950 cm
−1

 were rendered to 

map signals of Am-CN Azo-OH, cellular lipids and proteins, respectively (Figure 

3-6 a). The Am-CN Azo-OH signal, as expected from vesicle mediated endocytosis, 

showed a limited overlap with cytoplasmic lipids whereas no signal was observed 

in the cell nucleus. In the control cells, in the absence of Am-CN Azo-OH, no clear 

signal at the characteristic 1375 cm
−1

 band was detected, even when the spectral 

accumulation time was significantly extended (Figure 3-6 b). We concluded that 

the Raman signal of Am-CN Azo-OH is selectively resonance enhanced and can be 

confidently distinguished from that of native cellular biomolecules. 

We also validated that in a live cell environment, Am-CN Azo-OH can 

produce strong RR signal. In live cells incubated with Am-CN Azo-OH, we found 

Raman signal at 1375 cm
−1

 corresponding to the Azobenzene structure
15

 of Am-CN 
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Azo-OH, over two orders higher in intensity than the non-resonance signal 

produced by the native cellular molecules (Figure 3-6 c), permitting for 

unprecedentedly fast accumulation of Raman signal. In our setup, sufficient signal 

intensity could be accumulated in 5 ms/pixel, producing high resolution Raman 

images of the entire cellular volume in only several tens of seconds at 5 mW 

excitation power. 

 

 

Figure 3-5. Raman signal intensities of Am-CN Azo-OH in biological 

environment: Raman spectra of Am-CN Azo-OH for different reporter 

concentrations; measurements were performed in 10% DMSO/FBS solution. 
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Figure 3-6. Raman signal intensities of Am-CN Azo-OH in biological 

environment: a) Raman imaging of cells incubated with 5 μM Am-CN Azo-OH. 

Raman bands at 1375, 2851, and 2950 cm
−1

 were used to render distributions of 

RR reporter, cellular lipids and cellular proteins, as designated. On the merged 

image these bands are shown in green, cyan, and red colors respectively (Power 5 

mW, image acquisition time was 20 s) b) Control measurements show no signal at 

1375 cm
-1

 in cells which were not incubated with Am-CN Azo-OH (Power 15mW, 

image acquisition time was 70 min.) c) Representative Raman signals obtained 

from cellular cytoplasm and nucleus of either treated or untreated cells. Resonance 

Raman signal from RR reporter is clearly identified in the spectrum of cytoplasm 

within range of 1100 cm
−1

–1600 cm
−1

, with major intensity band at 1375 cm
−1

, as 

designated. Spectra were obtained under 5 mW excitation at 532 nm and 1 s/pixel 

acquisition time.  

a b

c
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To investigate the utility of our RR reporter for selective recognition of 

subcellular structures, Am-CN Azo-OH was conjugated to octadecyl 

diammonium
16

 that have lipophilic alkyl chain and cationic charge to target cell 

membrane, and separately to triphenlyphosphonium
17

, a well-known mitochondria 

targeting moiety (Figure 3-7 a). The obtained RR probes for cell membrane and for 

mitochondria were referred to as Memb-Azo and Mito-Azo, respectively. Upon 

brief incubation, the RR signal intensity in the cell was sufficiently high to enable 

live cell imaging. Patterns of the acquired images were consistent with the probe 

type. In cells incubated with Memb-Azo, rendering of the 1375 cm
−1

 band 

unambiguously reveals the cellular membrane, thus confirming the molecular 

specificity of targeting (Figure 3-7 b). Cells incubated with Mito-Azo exhibited 

punctuated labeling of cytoplasm, as expected for mitochondria distribution. To 

confirm the specificity of detection, we mapped the Raman signal from 

mitochondria component, Cytochrome C at its unique 752 cm
−1

 Raman band 

(Figure 3-7 c). We observed clear co-localization of both Mito-Azo RR marker and 

Cytochrome C Raman signals. Notably, a non-resonance Raman signal at 752 cm
−1

 

from Cytochrome C is orders of magnitude weaker than the resonance signal from 

our RR mitotracker probe. To acquire a sufficiently strong signal from the 

Cytochrome C, cells had to be fixed, laser power was increased from 5 mW to 15 

mW, and signal accumulation time was extended from 20 s to ∼70 min per cell. 

We observed a strong co-localization of Cytochrome C and RR marker of 

mitochondria, which confirms specificity of detection. 
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Figure.3-7. Application of Am-CN Azo-OH RR marker for recognition of 

subcellular domains: (a) Chemical structures of Memb-Azo and Mito-Azo; (b) Live 

cell Raman imaging of membranes and mitochondria labeled with RR probes; 

spectra were obtained under 5 mW excitation at 532 nm and 5 ms/pixel acquisition 

time (c) Overlay of Mito-Azo and Cytochrome C Raman signals in fixed cells; the 

acquisition time for Raman spectra is 1 s/pixel, laser power is 15 mW.  
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It is important to report that the RR signal was sufficiently stable during 

Raman spectroscopic monitoring of cellular organelles, while currently existing 

fluorescent mitotracker probes are rapidly photobleached by high intensity laser 

irradiation used for Raman. For instance, using commercially available MitoGreen 

probe, whose absorption coefficient is only 3% at 532 nm, we observed almost 

complete bleaching of the signal within only three 5 mW scans. In contrast, the 

signal from the RR Mito-tracker was found to be significantly more stable, 

permitting for reliable identification of the individual mitochondria within at least 

ten sequential imaging scans, under the same experimental conditions.. Hence, this 

spectacular signal intensity and stability of RR marker expand capabilities of 

Raman imaging and spectroscopy to live cell systems. 

The main focus of this work was to design a highly sensitive resonance and 

photostable Raman probe, with very low fluorescence background for molecular 

recognition of intracellular structures. Optimally, upon optical excitation, such a 

probe should generate a strong signal to improve a concentration detection 

threshold. It would be also convenient, if such Raman probe is excited by the same 

laser wavelength as the one used for spontaneous Raman imaging using the Raman 

bands of the intrinsic biomolecules. To meet these requirements, we designed the 

Raman probes based on selective RR signal enhancement in the visible spectral 

range. By introducing a dialkyl amino electron donor and a nitrile group electron 

acceptor to Azobenzene, the absorption spectrum of this small molecule was 

shifted to 150 nm (from ∼325 nm up to ∼475 nm), enabling for optimal RR 
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signal enhancement by 532 nm commonly used for excitation in Raman imaging. 

This shift in absorption provides for nearly 3 orders increase in Raman intensity 

due to resonance amplification in a characteristic spectral band of probe centered at 

∼1375 cm
−1

. 

As follows from our experimental results, this RR marker demonstrates 

evident useful advantages. First, in contrast to SERS probes, RR probes have ultra-

small size that facilitates their access to the dense intracellular structures. Second, 

same excitation wavelength used for excitation of both RR marker and spontaneous 

Raman of biomolecular content in the same cell makes possible “one-scan option” 

and therefore the using of Raman imaging and intracellular domains identification 

more convenient. Third, the design of the marker is flexible, with the possibility to 

tune the absorption spectrum of the probe by chemical derivatization. This 

flexibility is convenient to adapt RR properties of the probe to any required 

excitation wavelength, including that in NIR, thus further reducing the 

phototoxicity and enabling deeper penetration of excitation for application in vivo. 

Finally, the designed RR probe provides unique opportunities for multiplex 

detection option. In this approach, absorption spectra of several Azobenzene-based 

Raman reporters can be customized to achieve optimal RR enhancement at 

different excitation wavelengths, and designed to label and probe different 

intracellular sites. Then, a selective enhancement of each RR marker with 

appropriate wavelength would permit for sequential imaging of multiplex signals in 

the same cell. 
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In our experiments, the signal intensity of RR marker was sufficiently high to 

accumulate the signal from entire cell in only ∼20 s (Figure 3-7). This is 

significantly faster than imaging in spontaneous Raman technique, typically 

requiring tens of minutes for spectra acquisition in the entire cellular volume. It is 

broadly accepted that spontaneous Raman scattering of the incident light on the 

native cellular biomolecules collects valuable information on local biomolecular 

composition, but is an inherently slow process. Due to the cell motion and dynamic 

changes of cellular physiologic state during the imaging session, Raman 

spectroscopic studies of live cells are usually performed in small subcellular 

volumes
21, 22 and 23

. RR markers presented here, enable a rapid identification of any 

region of interest (e.g. organelles) in live cells, which is required for subsequent 

monitoring of their molecular environment by conventional Raman spectroscopy.  

 

3-1-4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we introduce a new strategy for intracellular selective imaging 

combining both resonance and non-resonance Raman microscopy. A highly 

efficient RR probe with optical absorption band shifted to visible range was 

developed, which allowed us to achieve selective resonance enhancement of 

Raman signal of this probe, independent of Raman signals from cellular 

biomolecules. We show the high potential of RR reporter for cellular molecular 

probing by selective targeting and rapid Raman imaging of cellular membranes and 

mitochondria, with relatively low phototoxicity. The strong signal of RR markers 
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provided opportunity to monitor specific domains in live cells by Raman imaging. 

The approach presented here makes it possible to target vibrational Raman markers 

to numerous specific molecular groups in a cell, thus enabling mapping of 

macromolecular environment in specific cellular sites. 

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report in the past of any 

successful applications of exogenous Raman markers for selective recognition of 

organelles in cells and tissues, presumably due to low signal intensity common for 

non-resonance Raman markers as well as due to limited number of labeled 

antibodies that can be associated with targeted macromolecules. Chemical 

modification of our Raman reporter such as changing the donor and the acceptor 

groups as well as increasing conjugation can shift the absorption peak to obtain 

resonance enhancement at even near IR excitation that falls within the window of 

maximum biological transparency. This will produce further increase in the signal-

to-noise ratio and will allow deep penetration even through blood for volume 

imaging in live tissues. 
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Chapter 3-2. Chromogenesis-Based Resonance 

Raman Molecular Sensor for Reactive Oxygen 

Species 

 

3-2-1. Introduction 

Raman spectroscopy is considered as one of the powerful analytical tools that 

enables bio-/chemo-detection in label-free as well as labeled fashions. However, 

techniques based on spontaneous Raman scattering suffer from inherently low 

sensitivity due to low cross-section of the scattering process. To increase the level 

of Raman signal, and therefore sensitivity of molecular detection, several 

techniques such as coherent (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering and stimulated 

Raman scattering) as well as direct resonance (resonance Raman (RR)) or metal 

plasmonic enhancement (surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)) of Raman 

signal . Using exogenous Raman markers with unique vibrational signatures (e.g. 

deuterium, nitrile or alkyne groups) provides further improvement in detectability 

for biological applications by generating detection signals in a bio-silent spectral 

window (1800 - 2800 cm
-1

) that is far separated from the spectrally crowded 

regions of biolo. 

The resonance Raman (RR) amplification mechanism is based on the local 

electromagnetic field when RR spectroscopy uses an incident laser frequency that 

is close to an electronic transition energy of a molecule of interest. One of the 
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critical limitations in this technique is a large fluorescernce background produced 

due to a real electronic transition. For this reason, UV-absorbing small aromatic 

molecules without fluorescence emission have usu. Recently, we have reported a 

new generation of non-UV RR marker based on a non-fluorescent small molecule 

(azobenzene) that produces Raman enhancement under non-toxic visible light 

excitation (instead of phototoxic UV irradiation) to enable target-specific imaging 

in. In that report, cellular target specificity was endowed by chemical conjugation 

of the RR-active molecule with organelle-binding ligands or antibodies. It was 

revealed that the imaging signal from the RR marker, though not as intense as 

fluorescence, has unique advantages of (i) much higher photo-stability useful for 

long term sequential measurements and (ii) simultaneous multi-target analizing 

feature for intrinsic and extrinsic anlytes with single light source without additional 

labeling
2,3

, encouraging further development of more advanced RR probes. 

In the present study, we introduce a different approach to target-specific RR 

signaling, which is based on the reaction of an initially RR-inactive, but chemically 

activatable sensor molecule. Resonance enhancement requires electronic transition 

in the Raman at the Raman excitaion wavelength. This scheme utilizes a reaction-

based design for light absorption modulation in that the initial reactant form of 

thesensor Raman probe molecule is non-resonant at the excitation wavelength 

whereas its sensing product with its electronic transition shifted to a longer 

wavelength is now strongly light-absorbing to present a significantly enhanced RR 

signal. The resulting target-responsive contrast in RR enhancement allows for 
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recognition of an analyte that causes such a chromogenic sensing reaction. To 

prove this design concept, we employed an oxidative chromogenic reaction by 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) as an analyte of biological and environmental 

significance. ROS are highly oxidizing small molecules that are implicated in 

normal cell physiology and oxidative damages, as well as in responses to patholog. 

As a ROS-sensing RR platform, we here report a hydrazobenzene-based system 

that is RR-inactive by itself but can be activated by ROS-triggered oxidation. As a 

proof of concept, we demonstrate that a hydrazobenzene derivative (H-Azo-3CN) 

is capable of chromogenic oxidation into RR-active azobenzene (Azo-3CN), and 

thereby RR enhancement of a bio-orthogonal nitrile (-C≡N) signature in response 

to hypochlorite anion (OCl
-
), one of the critical ROS of biological, pathologic. This 

new approach is illustrated schematically in Figure 1a.  
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Figure 3-8. (a) Schematic representation of oxidative chromogenic reaction of H-

Azo-3CN (λmax.abs = 385 nm) to Azo-3CN (λmax.abs = 567 nm) by hypochlorite. 

(b) Synthetic routes of Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN: (i) 2-anilinoethanol, H2SO4, 

NaNO2, 0-4 °C, 6 h, (ii) CuCN, DMF, 130 °C, 6 h, and (iii) hydrazine, THF, 1h.  

4
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3-2-2. Experimental 

2-(Methylphenylamino)ethanol, 4-amino-3,5-dichlorobenzonitrile and all other 

chemicals, such as Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30% aqueous solution), sodium 

hypochlorite (NaOCl, 5 % aqueous solution), tert-butyl peroxide solution (THBP, 

70 wt%), potassium dioxide (KO2) and iron(II) perchlorate hydrate 

(Fe(ClO4)2∙xH2O) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
1
H and 

13
C NMR spectra 

were collected at 25 
o
C on a Bruker AV-300 spectrometer. The mass spectrum of 

the final compound was obtained from the fast atom bombardment (FAB) 

ionization mode with m-NBA matrix (JMS-700, JEOL). Absorption and 

fluorescence spectra were acquired using a UV-visible spectrometer (8453, Agilent) 

and a fluorescence spectrophotometer (F-7000, Hitachi), respectively. The 

fluorescence quantum yields were determined using a methanol solution of 

rhodamine B (Φf = 0.9) as a reference. 

Synthesis of Azo-3CN. Azo-3CN was synthesized following modified two-step 

procedures as described in the literature [15]. (1) Diazotization: A solution of 4-

amino-3,5-dichlorobenzonitril (3 mmol) in 10 mL ethanol with sulfonic acid (9 

mmol) was cooled to 4 
o
C and a solution of sodium nitrite (4 mmol) in 1 mL water 

was added dropwise to the solution. The resulting mixture was stirred for 6 h on ice 

bath. Then the solution of diazonium salt was reacted with 2-

(methylphenylamino)ethanol (3mmol) in ethanol at 4
o
C for 12 h. The reaction 

mixture was poured into water and the precipitate was filtered. The red powder was 

purified by recrystallization in methanol. Yield: 58 %; 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 
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δ=3.16 (s, 3H), 3.67 (t, 2H, J=3.2 Hz), 3.91 (t, 2H, J=3.3 Hz), 6.84 (d, 2H, J=6.6 

Hz), 7.67 (s, 2H), 7.91 (d, 2H, J=6.6 Hz) ppm. (2) Cyanation: A solution of Azo-

3Cl (7 mmol) in 20 mL anhydrous DMF with copper(I) cyanide (CuCN, 15 mmol) 

was purged with argon gas for 1h. After purging, the mixture was stirred at 130 
o
C 

for 6 h. Then the reaction mixture was extracted with water/chloroform. The 

organic layer was drying with MgSO4 and evaporated under reduced pressure. The 

purple solid was purified by silica column with eluent chloroform/ethyl acetate 

(5:1). Yield: 31 %; 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=2.47 (m, 3H), 3.19 (s, 2H), 

3.62 (s, 2H), 7.0 (d, 2H, J=7.2 Hz), 7.82 (d, 2H, J=6.9 Hz), 8.7 (s, 2H) ppm; 
13

C 

NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=54.59, 58.56, 106.89, 110.08, 113.13, 115.68, 

116.26, 142.62, 155.64, 157.16 ppm; HR-MS (ESI
+
): m/z: calcd for C18H14N6O: 

330.12 [M
+
]; found: 329.11.

 

Synthesis of H-Azo-3CN. Hydrazine in THF (4 mL, 1 M) was added dropwise to a 

solution of Azo-3CN (3 mmol) in 5 mL THF. The resulting mixture was stirred for 

30 min until the color faded out. After solvent evaporation, the reaction mixture 

was washed with water and extracted with chloroform. The organic layer was dried 

and filtered by silica column with eluent hexane/ethyl acetate (2:1). Yield: 91 %; 

1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ=3.05 (s, 3H), 3.59 (t, 2H), 3.87 (t, 2H), 6.88 (d, 2H, 

J=6.9 Hz), 7.43 (d, 2H, J=6.4 Hz), 7.74 (d, 1H, J=0.9 Hz), 8.10 (d, 1H, J=0.9 Hz) 

ppm; 
13

C NMR (75 MHz, Acetone-d6): δ=39.07, 55.09, 59.56, 98.34, 99.84, 110.91, 

111.80, 112.48, 126.32, 126.43, 134.30, 135.56, 144.80, 150.50, 154.87 ppm; HR-

MS (ESI
+
): m/z: calcd for C18H16N6O: 332.14 [M

+
]; found: 331.13. 
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Preparation of ROS and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). Various ROS/RNS 

solutions were prepared for selectivity evaluation. The 100 mM of ROS/RNS 

aqueous solutions and 1 mM of H-Azo-3CN in DMF were freshly prepared as 

stock solutions and diluted into working concentration with pH 7.4 phosphate 

buffer (PBS). After 30 min mixing of ROS/RNS and H-Azo-3CN, absorbance at 

532 nm of each sample was measured. 100 mM of H2O2, OCl
-
 and TBHP were 

made from 30 wt%, 70 wt%, and 5 wt% aqueous solutions, respectively. 

Superoxide solution (O2
-
, 100 mM) was obtained from KO2 in PBS. Peroxynitrite 

(ONOO
-
) was synthesized as reported

16,17
. Briefly, an aqueous solution of 0.6 M 

NaNO3 was rapidly mixed with an equal volume of 0.7 M H2O2 in 0.6 M HCl and 

immediately quenched with the same volume of 1.5 M NaOH. All reactions were 

performed on ice. The concentration of ONOO
-
 was determined spectrally in 0.7 M 

NaOH (302 = 1670 M
-1

 cm
-1

). 
.
OH and 

.
O

t
Bu were generated through the Fenton 

reaction (Fe
2+

: H2O2 or TBHP=2:1 mole ratio). To the prepared mixture of 

Fe(ClO4)2∙xH2O (10 mM) and H-Azo-3CN (20 μM) in 1.9 mL PBS, 0.2 mL of 

H2O2 or TBHP stock solution (100 mM) was added.  

Raman Spectra Measurement. Raman spectroscopy was performed using custom 

built micro-Raman setup based on the inverted Nikon TE200 microscope and 

spectrometer SpectraPro
®
 2500i (Acton Research) equipped with Spec-10:100B 

CCD (Princeton Instruments). Second harmonics of cw SL-532-50 (China) solid-

state diode pumped laser was used as an excitation light source. For separation of 

excitation light and Raman signal a set of beam splitter Di02-R532 and barrier 
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filter BLP01-532R (both Semrock, Inc, USA) were employed. The spectral 

resolution for the fixed diffraction grating position (wave number interval of ~1200 

cm
-1

) was ~1.5 cm
-1

. For spectra measurements an excitation laser beam of ~20 

mW power was focused onto the sample in a spot of ~ 0.5 μm, using a 100× 

NA=1.3 Nikon oil-immersion objective lens, and accumulation time of 30 s was 

chosen. 
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3-2-3. Results and Discussion 

Scheme 1b shows the synthetic routes of Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN. In the 

design of RR-active Azo-3CN, the azobenzene backbone was chosen because it 

generally has very low fluorescence efficiency, which is favorable for minimizing 

the fluorescence background to improve Raman signal detectability. An electronic 

donor/acceptor-substituted dipolar structure was adapted to push its absorption 

spectrum toward the biologically safe longer wavelength via intramolecular charge 

transfer (ICT). We introduced three nitrile groups as electron acceptors to 

strengthen the degree of ICT as well as to provide an intense Raman signature in a 

bio-silent spectral region. Azo-3CN was synthesized by (i) azo coupling between 

anilinoethanol and a diazotized aniline salt, substituted with a p-nitrile group and 

two chlorides in the o-positions, and then, (ii) cyanization of the two chlorides. The 

sensor molecule, H-Azo-3CN, was obtained by reduction of the resulting Azo-3CN 

in a mild condition.  

Figure 3-9 shows the absorption spectra of Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN in DMSO 

solution. Azo-3CN substituted with three nitriles exhibited violet color with the 

absorption maximum (λmax.abs) at 567 nm. Compared to a mono-CN-substituted 

analogue (λmax.abs = 472 nm, ε = 3,430 M
-1

cm
-1

 at 532 nm), the absorption of Azo-

3CN is far red-shifted to provide more efficient excitation at 532 nm (ε = 11,338 

M
-1

cm
-1

) for RR spectroscopy. In sharp contrast, H-Azo-3CN presented a notably 

blue-shifted spectrum with λmax.abs at 270, 310 and 385 nm, and the absorption at 

532 is negligible as anticipated in the design. The fluorescence quantum yield of 
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Azo-3CN was measured to be lower than 10
-4

. Such an extremely low fluorescence 

quantum yield is unambiguously attributed to the intrinsic non-radiative decay 

process in azobenzene, to permit sensitive detection of the resonance Raman signal 

with a desirably low fluorescence background. In the FT-IR spectrum of Azo-3CN, 

an overlapped dual band is seen at 2200-2250 cm
-1

, indicating the presence of 

chemically unequivalent nitriles at p- and o-positions (Figure 3-10 a). Under laser 

excitation at 532 nm, we observed a clear Raman band in the same bio-silent 

region, which is well accordant with the FT-IR band of nitriles in terms of the peak 

shape and position (Figure 3-10 b). Indeed, vibrational frequency analysis at 

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory confirmed that all the nitrile vibrational modes 

in Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN are both IR and Raman active (Table 3-1). 

 

 

Figure 3-9. Absorption spectra of Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN in DMSO (10 μM). 
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Figure 3-10. (a) FT-IR spectrum of Azo-3CN. (b) Raman spectrum of Azo-3CN in 

DMSO (90 μM) under 532 nm laser excitation.  
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Table 3-1. Theoretical analysis for nitrile vibrations 

 Azo-3CN H-Azo-3CN 

 para ortho1 ortho2 para ortho1 ortho2 

Frequency 

(cm
-1

) 
2351.8 2336.6 2353.9 2352.5 2338.5 2341.9 

IR Intensity 

(km/mol) 
51.663 8.560 28.034 59.583 34.546 18.236 

Raman Intensity 

(Å
4
/amu) 

2945.8 247.0 1254.5 1150.2 279.0 306.7 

 

 

To predict the resonance enhancing effect on the nitrile vibrations, we 

theoretically estimated the ratio of RR scattering intensities of Azo-3CN and H-

Azo-3CN, by using the so-. In this approximation, the RR scattering intensity is 

proportional to the product of the fourth power of the transition dipole moment and 

a frequency-dependent term, which, in turn, is proportional to the derivative 𝜕𝐸𝑗/

𝜕𝑄𝑗  of the electronic energy of the resonant excited state along the normal 

vibrational mode of interest. For this estimation, molecular geometries were 

optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level, and transition energies and dipoles for 

the optimized geometries were computed by the time-dependent density functional 

theory (TDDFT), with the Coulomb attenuated B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP) functional 

and the 6-31+G* basis set for all atoms. As shown in Figure 3a, fully π-conjugated 

Azo-3CN presented a planar geometry, while the backbone structure of H-Azo-
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3CN was seen distorted at the central hydrazo linkage due to the broken π-

conjugation. Computation with long-range corrected CAM-B3LYP functional gave 

the π→π* transition energies of 2.91 eV and 3.86 eV for Azo-3CN and H-Azo-

3CN, respectively, well expressing contributions from different effective π-

conjugation lengths. 

To compare the transition dipole moments at the same excitation frequency, 

absorption spectra of both molecules were simulated from the calculated transition 

energies and dipole moments with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.2 

eV (characteristic to small organics, Figure 3-11 b), which well reflect the 

experimental tendency (Figure 3-9). Table 3-2 summarizes the ratiometric 

parameters (Azo-3CN to H-Azo-3CN) for RR scattering analysis at the resonant 

frequency of Azo-3CN (2.91 eV), based on the short-time approximation. Since the 

blue-shifted spectrum of H-Azo-3CN resulted in much weaker absorption at the 

resonant frequency of Azo-3CN, the ratio of the fourth power of the transition 

dipole moments between Azo-3CN and H-Azo-3CN was estimated as 1.23×10
4
, 

which theoretically resulted in a nearly four orders-of-magnitude enhancement 

factor (0.76×10
4
) for the total RR scattering intensities of three C≡N vibrations. 

Indeed, the Raman scattering of nitrile vibration could be clearly measured with a 

given concentration of Azo-3CN under its resonance condition at 532 nm (Figure 

3-12 b), whereas no notable signal was detected from H-Azo-3CN throughout the 

whole spectral range under the same conditions for excitation frequency, power 

and concentration. To estimate the non-resonant Raman scattering intensity of 
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nitrile vibration, NaCN with no visible absorption was measured at a thousand-

times higher concentration under the same excitation condition. As summarized in 

Table 3-3, resonant Azo-3CN showed a significantly higher intensity of the Raman 

signal per nitrile and the enhancement factor over non-resonant NaCN was 

estimated as ca. 0.7×10
4
, well correlated with the theoretical prediction. This 

enhancing behavior elucidates that the photoexcited electronic transition of Azo-

3CN leads to a significant change in bond length of nitriles that are parts of its π-

conjugated chromophoric backbone.  

 

 

Figure 3-11. (a) Optimized geometries of Azo-3CN (left) and H-Azo-3CN (right). 

(b) Calculated absorption spectra.  

(a)

(b)
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Table 3-2. Ratiometric parameters (Azo-3CN to H-Azo-3CN) for RR 

scattering analysis, calculated at a resonance frequency of 2.91 eV. 

 
a] 𝜕𝐸𝑗/𝜕𝑄𝑗

 [b] RR scattering intensity [c] 

para 1.23×10
4
 0.4754 5869 

ortho1 1.23×10
4
 0.0837 1033 

ortho2 1.23×10
4
 0.0543 670 

[a]
 ratio of transition dipole moments. 

[b]
 ratio of derivatives of the electronic energy 

of the resonant excited state along the normal vibrational mode of nitrile. 
[c]

 

proportianal to the product of [a] and [b]. All ratios are Azo-3CN to H-Azo-3CN. 

 

 

 

Table 3-3. Raman intensity of nitriles under 532 nm excitation. 

Raman 

Probe 

Solution Concentration 

(DMSO, mM) 

Relative Raman Intensity 

 (per CN) 

Azo-3CN 0.09 0.7×10
4
 

H-Azo-3CN 0.09 Not detectable 

NaCN 100 1 
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The utility of H-Azo-3CN as a Raman sensor for ROS was examined by its 

spectroscopic responses to ROS, specifically OCl
-
. Upon adding aqueous NaOCl 

solution as a hypochlorite source, the yellowish color of the H-Azo-3CN solution 

turned purple, with the appearance of a new absorption band at 500-600 nm (Figure 

3-12 a) that is well accordant to that of Azo-3CN. Such a spectral alteration is 

attributable to the recovered ICT with the extended π-conjugation, verifying the 

occurrence of oxidative conversion to Azo-3CN. Upon laser excitation at 532 nm, 

the reaction product showed a typical resonance enhancement feature, with a strong 

Raman scattering at 2200 cm
-1

 (Figure 3-12 b) that is identical to that of Azo-3CN, 

further confirming the generation of Azo-3CN from H-Azo-3CN in response to 

OCl
-
. The resulting RR detection signal under less toxic visible excitation, 

demonstrates the possible use of H-Azo-3CN as an activatable Raman sensor for 

OCl
-
. 

Next, the reaction selectivity of H-Azo-3CN was examined with different 

biological ROS/RNS analytes, including hypochlorite (OCl
-
), hydroxyl radical 

(
.
OH), tert-butoxy radical (

.
OtBu), superoxide (O2

-
), tert-butyl peroxide (TBHP), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and peroxynitrite (ONOO
-
). For this, 10 mM of each 

aqueous ROS/RNS solution was added to 20 μM of H-Azo-3CN solution in 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), and an absorbance change at 532 nm was monitored to 

evaluate its oxidation selectivity. As shown in Figure 5a, the addition of OCl
-
 led to 

the appearance of resonance absorption for Raman enhancement, while the other 

oxidants elicited no or less significant spectral change under the same reaction 
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condition, suggesting the selectivity of H-Azo-3CN toward OCl
-
. Further, Raman 

scattering titration experiments at the resonance frequency (532 nm) demonstrated 

that the H-Azo-3CN probe could apparently detect OCl
-
 down to 100 ppm level, 

with RR signals in the bio-silent region of nitrile signature near 2200 cm
-1

 (Figure 

3-13). 

 

Figure 3-12. (a) Absorption and (b) Raman spectra of H-Azo-3CN (10 μM) 

before (black) and after (red) reaction with excess OCl
-
 for 20 min in DMSO at 
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25 °C. The inset in (a) shows the color change of H-Azo-3CN solution in response 

to OCl
-
. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13. Selectivity and sensitivity of H-Azo-3CN. (a) Changes in 

absorbance of H-Azo-3CN (20 μM) at 532 nm after reaction with 10 mM of 

various ROS/RNS in PBS (pH 7.4). (b) Raman spectral response of H-Azo-3CN 

(0.3 mM) to the indicated concentrations of OCl
-
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3-2-4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we introduced and demonstrated a design strategy for a ROS-

sensing molecular platform that relies on a new working principle of oxidation-

induced resonance enhancement of bio-orthogonal Raman scattering. The RR 

sensor (H-Azo-3CN) was designed to be initially non-resonant (RR-inactive) under 

laser excitation at 532 nm, but was able to turn to the resonant state (Azo-3CN) by 

oxidation with OCl
-
. A theoretical DFT calculation predicted that the sensing 

product (Azo-3CN) would have a four orders of magnitude higher Raman signal 

from the nitrile groups under the resonant photoexcitation condition, than the non-

resonant sensing reactant (H-Azo-3CN), which was in good agreement with the 

experimental results. It was demonstrated that H-Azo-3CN indeed acts as a highly 

selective and efficient Raman sensor by generating RR signals in response to the 

OCl
-
-specific oxidation condition. This small molecule-based Raman sensing 

strategy can be generalized to be of great practical value, as it may allow precise 

detection of analytes of biological and environmental importance by reaction-

induced Raman enhancement, without using large plasmonic metal structures 

which may alter celluar stuctures and functions. 
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Chapter 4. Ultrasound imaging 

(CO2 Generating Nanoprecursor Based on 

Peroxyoxalate Chemiluminescence: Toward H2O2 

Responsive Ultrasound Contrast Agent) 

 

4-1. Introduction 

Molecular imaging of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), one of the biologically 

relevant reactive oxygen species (ROS), is of great importance for early diagnosis 

of inflammatory diseases, because its abnormal overproduction is implicated in the 

progress of inflammation by causing oxidative damage.
1,2

 Among several imaging 

modality for H2O2, chemiluminescence (CL), an emission of luminescence as a 

result of chemical reaction, has been well exploited due to its ultrahigh sensitivity 

without undesired autofluorescence by external excitation.
3
 Non enzymatic 

peroxyoxalate-based CL (POCL) (Figure 4-1 a), a most sensitive and selective CL 

reaction to detect H2O2, has potentially adapted for in vivo imaging of H2O2 by 

integrating fuel (oxalate or oxamide (1)) and fluorophore (FP) in a nanoreactor.
4
 

During the POCL reaction, peroxyoxalate is oxidized by H2O2 to form 1,2-

dioxetanedione intermediate (2) followed by excitation nearby FP to generate CL, 

while the intermediate decompose to two carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules. So far, 

researchers have demonstrated that colloidal POCL nanoreactors can show the 
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enhanced CL sensitivity toward H2O2.
5-9

 However, in this paper, we set our face to 

the by-produced carbon dioxide as a potential core gas of microbubble
10-12

 for a 

H2O2 responsive ultrasound (US) contrast agent. 

Among various molecular imaging modalities, US is one of the most 

widespread imaging modality in hospital and clinics, which is noninvasive, 

inexpensive and safe and provides real-time images and diagnosis. But, their rather 

soft resolution prevents their imaging capacity from expanding to molecular 

level.
13

 To achieve molecular level imaging with US, gas filled microbubbles 

having a mean diameter of > 1 m, which enhance imaging contrast by amplifying 

US scattering as well as target specific biomarkers for diseases in blood pool or on 

the inner surface of blood vessels by introducing targeting moiety on the surface of 

the bubbles, have been successfully incorporated for clinical imaging as a contrast 

agent.
14-18

 Owing to their size, however, US imaging with microbubble has been 

limited for the imaging of extravascular structures, where the bubble cannot pass 

through the endothelium.
13

 In this regard, recently, nano-precursors turning into 

microbubble based on evaporation of liquid precursor
19-22

 or generation of gaseous 

molecules
23-26

 by intrinsic or extrinsic stimulation, and aggregation of biogenic gas 

nanostructures
27

 have been to the fore in getting beyond the vascular limit. But still 

only a handful of smart US contrast agents, containing H2O2 probes
25,26

, for 

diagnostic usages have been reported.
22,25,26,28

 However, differ from all the 

previously reported inorganic precursors for US imaging of H2O2,
25,26

 the POCL 

based smart US contrast agent has a strong flexibility in design of chemical 
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structure of peroxalate to improve sensitivity and biocompatibility, and additionally 

the principle can be extend to another gas generating CL and bioluminescence, i.e. 

N2 generation in luminol-H2O2 reaction
29

 and CO2 generation in luciferase-luciferin 

reaction
30

 etc., for imaging interested analytes by US. Hence, H2O2 responsive gas 

generating phenomenon of POCL reaction can not only make a breakthrough in 

clinical diagnosis of inflammatory diseases by the highly accessible US imaging, 

but also open an extended application of well-developed chemi- and bio-

luminescent reactions. 

To demonstrate the US imaging capacity of POCL reactions, we designed a 

polymer-oxalate cross-linked nanogel network formed by multiple reactions 

between the polymer and oxalyl chloride (Figure 4-1 b). We employed branched 

PEI (bPEI) as the polymer due to (i) its extremely high density of reactive primary 

and secondary amine groups, (ii) generally higher reaction yield of amine than 

hydroxyl group and (iii) potential basic catalyst behavior of unreacted and 

unprotonated amines, even ester bond is rather favorably used for the POCL. The 

reactivity of oxamide bond, formed by amidation reaction between amine group 

and oxalyl chloride, with H2O2 is comparable with oxalate bond and base catalyst 

can improve the reaction rate as well as quantum efficiency of less reactive 

oxalate/oxamide. Therefore, the oxamide rich bPEI-oxamide nanogel can have a 

strong potential as a POCL reactor. The network forming capability was 

successfully examined by adding oxalyl chloride to highly concentrated solution of 

bPEI, and then the amidation reaction was conducted in nanoemulsion to obtain 
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nanogel. The nanogel was suspended in water with Pluronic F68 and 

perfluorohexane to collect the generated gas for microbubble formation. The 

suspended nanogel show strong CL in optical imaging, formation of microbubble 

in microscopic observation and intense US contrast in phantom US experiments by 

adding H2O2. We then administrated the nanogel to diseases model mice. The 

results are glaringly obvious that the nanogel, when it is injected into liver of acute 

liver injury models, enhances acoustic contrast at vascular structure in liver. 

Additionally, when it is administrated intratumorally to skin tumor model, we can 

observe slight but reliable enhancement of the contrast. 
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4-2. Experimental 

Chemicals and reagents: All chemicals were purchased in Sigma-Aldrich and 

used without further purifications. Flamma
TM

675, Cy5.5 containing vinyl sulfone 

group, was obtained from BioActs Co. Ltd. in Korea for POCL reaction. 

Synthesis of bPEI-oxamide nanogel. bPEI-oxamide nanogels were prepared by 

reaction between bPEI (Mn 0.6 k) and oxalyl chloride in reverse micelle (tween 

80/cyclohexane) system. In detail, 1 g of tween 80 and 0.4 g of bPEI were added to 

15 mL of cyclohexane under vigorous shaking to afford a homogeneous dispersion 

and 0.2 mL of oxalyl chloride consecutively was dropped to the dispersion. After 

vigorous shaking for 12 h at room temperature, the emulsion mixture was poured 

into excess ethanol. The precipitated nanogels were purified by repetitive sequence 

(3 times) of centrifugation (10,000 rpm, 1 h), removal of supernatant and 

redispersion in ethanol under probe sonication. The purified nanogels were dried 

under vacuum. 

preUSNG preparation. 10 mg of the bPEI oxamide nanogels were dispersed in 1 

mL of MilliQ-water or aq. Cy5.5-vinylsulfone (0.5 mg mL
-1

) with 1 L of PFH and 

20 mg of F68 by probe sonication. To remove unreacted Cy5.5-vinylsulfone, the 

sample centrifuged for 1 h at 10,000 rpm and resuspended in 1mL of pH 7.4 PBS. 

preUSNG were stored at 4 
o
C prior to use. 

Characterization. The chemical structure of bPEI-oxamide nanogels, bulk 

oxamide gels and bPEI were identified by FT-IR spectra (Perkin Elmer FT-IR 

system, Spectrum GX) at room temperature with 32 accumulations at a resolution 
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of 4 cm
-1

. Particle size distribution of preUSNG was determined by a particle sizer 

(Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern, UK) and transmission electron microscopic (TEM) 

images with a CM30 electron microscope (FEI/Philips) operated at 200 kV. For the 

TEM sample preparation, a drop of particle dispersion was dried on a 300-mesh 

copper grid coated with carbon and negatively stained with a 2 wt% uranyl acetate 

solution. The morphology change of preUSNG with or without H2O2 was observed 

by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (Cryo TEM, Tecnai G2 F20 Cryo, 

FEI, Netherlands). 

Mass spectrometric determination of CO2 from H2O2 activatable oxamide 

nanogels. temperature-programmed desorption (TPD; ASAP2920; Micromeritics)–

mass spectroscopy (MS;HPR20; Hiden Analytical) experiments were performed to 

analyze gas generated by the perhydrolytic degradation of oxamide gels. For 

sample preparation, 400 mg of dried oxamide nanogels was loaded with or without 

2-3 drops of H2O2 (30 wt% in water) into a glass capillary of TPD-MS instrument. 

MS spectra were acquired under carrier gas flow (He, 30 cm
3
/min) at room 

temperature. 

In Vitro Ultrasound Images. in vitro US images were obtained using Vevo770 

(High-Resolution Micro-Imaging System, Visualsonics, Toronto, Canada), 

equipped with a RMV 706 probe. The study used agar-gel phantom made by 

embedding a 500 μL ependorf tube in the agar-gel (3%, w/v) and removing the 

tube after phantom gel had cooled. 300 μL of preUSNG suspension was loaded 

into agar-gel phantom and imaged with 40 MHz of ultrasound. To evaluate the 
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enhancement of US intensity before or after adding H2O2 to preUSNG suspension, 

excess H2O2 (final conc. 90 M) were used. The change of US intensity for each 

sample was measured up to 5 min, and the US intensity of the water control was 

subtracted from the sample intensity as the normalizing process. 

Preparation of acute liver injury model. All animal experiments with animals 

were conducted according to the relevant laws and institutional guidelines of the 

Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) and institutional committees. 

For acute liver injury model preparation, BALB/c mice (male, 5 weeks of age; 

Orient Bio Inc., Korea) received an intravenous injection of 1 mg of P. acnes 

suspended in 100 L of PBS. After 7 days, the animals were given an intravenous 

injection of 1g of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in 200 L of PBS. To confirm the 

establishment of the liver injury mouse model, histologic examination of the liver 

was performed in LPS-treated mice. At 12 h after LPS injection, the liver of the 

mice was enucleated to be fixed in 4% neutral buffered formalin. Livers of the PBS 

treated mice were also prepared as a control. The liver tissues were embedded in 

paraffin, and the sections (5 μm) were stained with hematoxylin and eosin to 

observe the extent of the pathological changes. Photomicrograph of representative 

changes were acquired using light microscope (Olympus BX51; Tokyo, Japan) and 

image transfer software at × 200 magnification fields. 

In Vivo US imaging of Liver Tissue. The mice were anesthetized using 

isofluorane gas and abdominal hair was removed with depilatory cream for the US 

imaging. Mice were positioned in an animal pad (Vevo770 maintained at 37 °C) 
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and the liver was imaged using a RMV706 probe. After obtaining pre-injection 

liver images, 200 μL of preUSNG (30 mg/kg) were injected into the liver using a 

catheter syringe, and all the US images was recorded as a video file. The US 

images of the liver were obtained within 10 m and enhanced intensity was 

calculated by subtracting the ROI between the background of aqua-gel and normal 

liver tissue. To compare the US enhancement of acute liver inflammation model to 

normal mouse, US images of the normal liver were also obtained after injections of 

preUSNG (30 mg/kg) using the same method.  

In Vivo US imaging of Tumoric model. Tumor xenografts were created by 

subcutaneous injection of a suspension of 1X 10
7
 SCC7 cells in RPMI1640 cell 

culture media in BALB/c nude mice (male, 5 weeks of age; Orient Bio Inc., Korea). 

After 2 weeks post-inoculation, the tumor bearing mice were anesthetized as the 

same method above mentioned and positioned in an animal pad. After obtaining 

pre-injected US images of solid tumor, 50 μL of preUSNG (30 mg/kg) were 

intratumorally injected and the tumor imaged using a RMV706 probe. To 

normalize the imaging intensity process, the regions of interest (ROI) of the cancer 

site was calculated between the background of aqua-gel and the cancer tissues. 

In Vitro Chemiluminescence Images. To evaluate POCL reaction of preUSNG 

with H2O2, excess H2O2 (10 mM, 20 L) or Milli-Q water as a negative control 

added to 150 μL of Cy5.5-vinylsulfone conjugated preUSNG and imaged with 

maximum 1 min acquisition time by an IVIS-200 imaging system (Xenogen, USA). 
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The integration of total flux was obtained from the ROIs of preUSNG with or 

without H2O2. 

Cytotoxicity of preUSNG. To evaluate the cytotoxicity of preUSNG in vitro, the 

cytotoxicity affected to the cellular system was evaluated using MTT assay. HeLa 

cells were maintained in DMEM containing 1% of antibiotics and 10% of fetal 

bovine serum. HeLa cells were prepared into 96-well tissue culture plates at a 

concentration of 2×10
4
 cells/well and incubated in CO2 atmosphere for 24 h at 37 

o
C. preUSNG was diluted with culture medium in a range of 3 μg- 30 mg/mL and 

100μL of preUSNG suspension were added to each well. After post-incubation, 

fresh medium containing 10% (v/v) of MTT solution was added and incubated for 

3 h. After added 200 μL of DMSO to each well, absorption at 490 nm was 

measured by microreader.  

To examine in vivo cytotoxicity of preUSNG, mouse bodyweight changes were 

monitored and the mouse blood tests were performed. 200 μL of high concentration 

of preUSNG (60 mg/kg) or PBS was intraperitoneally injected to BALB/c mice 

(~20 g bodyweight, male, 5 weeks of age; Orient Bio Inc., Korea). The bodyweight 

was measured at selected time points for 3 weeks. For blood test 10 days after the 

preUSNG administration, BALB/c mice were initially anaesthetized with 

intraperitoneal injection of 0.5% pentobarbital sodium (0.01 mL g
-1

). The blood 

samples were collected and analyzed by NEODIN Medical Institute (Korea).  
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4-3. Results and discussion 

The amidation reactivity between bPEI and oxalyl chloride to form a network 

was simply examined by bulk reaction in methylene chloride. bPEI contains 

primary (pKa = 4.5), secondary (pKa = 6.7), and tertiary (pKa = 11.6) amines in a 

1:2:1 ratio, and, hence, only about 20% of amines are protonated at neutral 

condition.
31,32

 Therefore, 80 % of amine in b-PEI, mainly primary and secondary 

amines, can react with oxyalyl chloride as well as catalyze prospective POCL 

reaction. We employed low molecular weight bPEI (Mw = 1.8k) to reduce potential 

toxicity.
33

 Mixing 50 wt% solution of bPEI and oxalyl chloride resulted in the 

instantaneous formation of immobile gels at room temperature (Figure 4-3). This 

indicates that oxamide mediated crosslinking of bPEI is so efficient as to form the 

oxamide rich network immediately. To prepare PEI-oxamide nanogels, the gelation 

was conducted in a reverse micelle (tween80/cyclohexane) system (Figure 4-1).   
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Figure 4-1. (a) Scheme of general base catalyzed POCL. (b) Scheme of amidation 

reaction between b-PEI and oxalyl chloride to form multiple oxamide bonds (red 

groups in product). (c) oxamide cross-linked PEI bulk gel in methylene chloride. (d) 

Schematic representation of a nano-precursor for H2O2 detectable US contrast 

agent generating CO2 gas bubble. (e) FT-IR spectra of bPEI, bPEI-oxamide bulk 

gel and bBEI-oxamide nanogel. (f) Cryo-TEM image of preUSNG. 
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The PEI-oxamide nanogels are expected to be stabilized by protonated tertiary 

amines on their surface in neutral aqueous solution, and extended its functionality 

by remnant primary and secondary amines. The nanogel was purified by emulsion 

breaking by ethanol, centrifugation, complete washing of tween 80 and extra 

impurities, and then redispersion in water with Pluronic F68, as a surfactant to 

stabilize nanogel and gas bubble in physiological condition, and perfluorohexane 

(PFH) as a supporting media to collect gas molecules by its high gas solubilizing 

capacity.
34

 The oxamide bond formation in the bulk and nano bPEI-oxamide gel 

was characterized by IR spectrometer (Figure 1e). Differ from the spectrum of 

bPEI, both of the gelated products showed three new vibronic bands at (i) 1509, (ii) 

1666 and (iii) 1734 cm
-1

 assigned as (i) N-H bending and (ii) C=O stretching in 

oxamide,
35

 and (iii) C=O stretching in oxalic acid originated from an unreacted 

acyl chloride group after amidation reaction at the other acyl chloride group of 

oxalyl chloride, respectively, suggesting both of gels were cross-linked by oxamide 

bonds. For CL demonstrations, near IR fluorescent Cy 5.5 was conjugated to the 

nanogel by simple amidation reaction between activated carboxylic acid and the 

remnant amine. The finally produced precursor nanogel for H2O2 detectable US 

imaging, termed preUSNG, showed good dispersability in water with 112 ± 72 nm 

diameters, as analyzed by cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) 

(Figure 4-1 f) and by dynamic light scattering (DLS). We explored CL and US 

imaging by H2O2 triggered POCL reaction with the preUSNG construction.  
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Figure 4-2. (a) Chemiluminescence (CL) images of preUSNG suspensions in pH 

4.5, 4.5 to 7.4, and 7.4 PBS buffer upon before (-H2O2) and after (+H2O2) adding 

H2O2, and fluorescence (FL) image of the suspensions in pH 4.5 and 7.4 upon 

before adding H2O2. (b) Quantification of CL emission intensity from the CL 

images of preUSNG suspensions in pH 4.5, 4.5 to 7.4, and 7.4 PBS buffer upon 

before and after adding H2O2. The error bars indicate the standard deviations for 

independent experiments (n = 5). (c) H2O2 triggered CL intensity of preUSNF at 

given store time after fresh redisperse in PBS buffer, pH 7.4. The error bars 

indicate the standard deviations for independent experiments (n = 3).  
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POCL reactivity of the preUSNG was examined by CL intensity, where the 

nanogel was exposed to H2O2 in vitro, to demonstrate its CO2 generation 

capability. Because CL must accompany with decomposition of 1,2-dioxetanedione 

to CO2 in POCL system, CL emission can be an indirect proof of CO2 generation. 

Upon addition of excess H2O2 (100 mM, 0.2 mL) to the colloidal suspension (1 mL) 

in neutral milieu (pH 7.4), luminescence generation was observed from the 

preUSNG without photoexcitaion, suggesting that the oxamides in PEI network are 

good fuels for POCL reaction (Figure 4-2 a and b). The CL spectrum (max = 720 

nm) is slightly red shifted ~ 20 nm from fluorescence spectrum (max = 700 nm) of 

preUSNG (Figure 4-3), but, considering reported fluorescence spectrum of Cy 5.5 

(max = 707 nm) in water, this shift is attributable instrumental error caused by wide 

filtering wavelength interval (20 nm) of the instrument to take luminescent images. 

Notably, in slightly acidic milieu (pH 4.5), the CL intensity was significantly 

decreased (Figure 4-2 a and b), strongly suggesting that the protonated primary and 

secondary amines in acidic condition couldn’t catalyze the POCL reaction due to 

the loss of basicity. This behavior is a direct proof for the critical role of basic 

amine groups in PEI network as a catalyst promoting the POCL reaction of 

preUSNG and H2O2. To determine possible destructive contribution of acid 

damage in Cy 5.5 and/or oxamide bonds, fluorescence image was taken at both of 

the neutral and acidic condition, and CL image of re-neutralized suspension from 

acidic condition was taken as well. The fluorescence intensities were almost same 

at both of the condition (Figure 4-2 a), and the CL intensity of preUSNG at acidic 
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condition was recovered with the neutralization (Figure 4-2 a and b). As a result, 

the contribution of acid damage to the weaken CL intensity at acidic environment 

can be ruled out. To exam experimental feasibility with preUSNG suspension, 

long- term stability of the suspension against a hydrolytic degradation of oxamide 

bonds was evaluated. To verify this, we monitored the H2O2 responsive CL 

intensity of the suspensions stored at 4 °C. At each time point, H2O2 was added to 

the suspension at ambient temperature and analyzed by CL imaging. Figure 2c 

shows the CL intensity was maintained at least 4 days without any decreasing trend, 

affirming that the oxamide bonds in preUSNG suspension are robust enough to 

minimize the hydrolysis under the neutral buffer condition for 4 days. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Chemiluminescence (CL) and Fluorescence of preUSNG.  
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We next evaluated whether preUSNG can generate microbubbles as a 

response to extrinsic H2O2. For this, we observed time dependent H2O2-mediated 

bubble generation by microscope after adding 90 M H2O2 to preUSNG 

suspension in PBS, pH 7.4 (Figure 4-4 a). Nanosized preUSNG couldn’t be 

detected as any discriminable shape before adding H2O2 due to optical microscopic 

limitation, however, plenty of microbubbles were observed within 30 s after adding 

H2O2 and their size was gradually expended to approximately 20 m as time passed. 

These micron-size bubbles may serve as echogenic contrast agents by displaying 

enhanced reflection at inflamed area of disease. In contrast, we couldn’t observe 

any micron-size bubbles over the 60 s in the samples without H2O2 or oxamide 

groups from all the components of the former experiment (Figure 4-5), affirming 

the microbubble generation is originated from the POCL reaction between oxamide 

and H2O2. In additional trial to analyze microbubble by cyro-SEM instrument, 

though we couldn’t observe any structure of preUSNG (Figure 4-4 b) due to the 

detection limits of our instrument (>5 m), some spherical structures, looks like 

bubbles, were clearly observed from the H2O2 added preUSNG suspension, which 

were large up to several tens micrometer (figure 4-4 c). Direct quantification of 

CO2 generated from the POCL reaction of preUSNG was conducted by measuring 

mass spectrum under carrier gas flow (He, 30 cm
3
/min) at room temperature. Dried 

PEI-oxamide gel loaded with or without 2-3 drops of H2O2 (30 w% in water) and 

CO2 release was then measured by monitoring partial pressure of gas 

corresponding the mass peak at 44 Da (Figure 4-6) for 25 s. As a result, the amount 
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of CO2 generated by H2O2 mediated POCL of preUSNG was about 3.2 times 

higher than only preUSNG or only H2O2 samples without counter reactant.  

 

Figure 4-4. (a) Optical micrographs of microbubble generation before and after 

adding H2O2 to preUSNG suspension in PBS, pH 7.4. (b) Cryo-SEM micrographs 

of preUSNG suspension before and after adding H2O2. (c) Relative partial pressure 

of CO2 generated from preUSNG, H2O2 and H2O2 added preUSNG for 25 s. (d) In 

vitro sonograms of preUSNG suspension before and after adding H2O2. (e) 

Histogram of US intensity from preUSNG suspension before and after adding H2O2. 

The error bars indicate the standard deviations for independent experiments (n = 5). 
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Figure 4-5. Optical micrographs of microbubble generation before and after 

adding H2O2 to preUSNG suspension (top) and Mixure of bPEI/F-68/PFH (middle) 

in PBS pH 7.4. And optical micrographs before and after adding H2O to preUSNG 

suspension in PBS pH 7.4 (bottom). 

 

 

Figure 4-6. (a) Time-dependent MS curve of CO2 measured during the 

perhydrolytic degradation of dried oxamide gel after adding H2O2. MS curves of 
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circle, and blue triangle, respectively. (b) MS distribution of gas generated by the 

perhydrolytic degradation of dried oxamide gel at 6 sec. 

 

Then, we conducted in vitro US phantom tests at 37 °C with the preUSNG and 

H2O2 to confirm whether the microbubbles generated by H2O2 triggering can 

enhance US contrast by using US imaging equipment with 2D pulse sequencing 

imaging modes, and a 15 MHz linear transducer. As shown in Figure 4-4 d, before 

adding H2O2 to the suspension of preUSNG, acoustic contrast of the suspension 

was very weak, however, the contrast was immediately enhanced about 5 times 

with adding H2O2 and the generated bubbles came up to the top side, attributing to 

increase of buoyancy with growth of the bubbles. With this experiment, we could 

realize our hypothesis that POCL reaction producing CO2 is a potential principle 

for a smart US contrast agent enhancing echogenic signal by generating 

microbubble as a response to H2O2. To optimize contrast enhancement, we variated 

the composition of Pluronic F68 and PFH and their US responses to H2O2 were 

monitored. Although we couldn’t find a clear trend in acoustic reflectivity from the 

various composition (Figure 4-7), the formulation of 10 mg/20 mg/1L (bPEI-

oxamide nanogel/F68/PFH) was shown best contrast, hence, we employed the 

formulation for further experiments.  
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Figure 4-7. (a) Time dependent gray scale from sonograms after adding H2O2 to 

various composition of bPEI-oxamide NG (mg)/F68 (mg)/PFH (L). (b) 

Sonograms at 10 s after adding H2O2 to the various composition. 
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The exceptionally promising H2O2 responsive microbubble generating and 

followed US contrast enhancing capacity of preUSNG encouraged us to US 

imaging of oxidative stress in inflammatory diseases. For this, we developed mice 

models bearing acute liver injury
36

 and squamous carcinoma (SCC7) tumor
37

, 

respectively, which are supposed to promote ROS formation as an inflammatory 

response. The liver injury models were developed by intravenous injection of 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), an endotoxin inducing liver injury, to BALB/c mice 

primed with Propionibacterium acnes.
38

 The development of liver injury was 

confirmed by histologic analysis and blood test (Figure 4-9). The preUSNG was 

carefully administrated into the liver tissue of the liver injury model and normal 

mice by US guided injection, then the US responses were monitored. Notably, 

clear enhancement of US contrast within vascular structures, i.e. in blood stream, 

was observed immediately after administration to the liver injury models and it 

lasted over our monitoring time, whereas any changes wasn’t observed with normal 

mice (Figure 4-8 a). The contrast enhancement in vascular structures is attributable 

to the immediate blow up from nanogel to several tens m sized microbubbles, 

bigger than SonoVue
®
 (avg. size, 2.5 m) a commercial US imaging contrast agent 

for liver lesions,
19,39

 upon ROS rich milieu and abnormally well-developed 

vascular structures in liver for its wide functions such as detoxification, protein 

synthesis and digestion. We suppose that the grown microbubbles were squeezed 

out from cellular junctions in the tissue and traveled to the blood vessels through 

the network of capillaries and small veins in a short time, hence the signal 
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enhancement reflects oxidative stress in liver tissue. Significantly, the preUSNG 

improved 3 times in the US contrast at liver vascular structures of liver injury 

models, and hence we could clearly distinguished inflammatory and normal mice. 

For the demonstration of a contrast enhanced US imaging of tumor with 

preUSNG, SCC7 tumor bearing mice were developed by implantation of SCC7 cell 

line into skin on thigh of BALB/c mice. The preUSNG was intratumorally 

administrated to the tumor xenograft model by US guided injection, and at the 

same time the US responses were monitored. Interestingly, we could observed 

slight enhancement in US contrast simultaneously with the injection (Figure 4-8 b). 

The enhancement was not strong but reliable in repeated experiments with more 

xenograft models. Differ from liver imaging experiments, the contrast 

enhancements were shown within the tumor tissues, which may be due to less 

developed drainage vessel in tumor. 

Further, we carried out toxicity studies to assess the biocompatibility of 

preUSNG. To evaluate the in vivo toxicity, mice were intraperitoneal injected with 

PBS or high dosage of preUSNG (60 mg/kg bodyweight) into the liver. During the 

monitoring of mice for two weeks, bodyweight changes showed negligible 

difference between the control and experimental groups, indicating minimal 

impacts on the mouse viability (Figure 4-11). In the blood test with mice, red/white 

blood cell counts and attributes were almost the same or negligibly different in 

both groups (Figure 4-10). Although differences were found in the values for 

monocyte, basophil and eosinophil, all the levels lie in range of the clinical 
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standard for mice. In case of liver function, no significant sign of toxicity was 

observed with small differences for alkaline phosphate, blood urea nitrogen, 

cholesterol and alanine transferase.
40

 All results on the in vitro/in vivo toxicity 

studies elucidate the biocompatibility of preUSNG. 

 

Figure 4-8. (a) Sonograms of liver of normal and acute liver inflammation induced 

mice upon before and 120 s after intrahepatic administration of preUSNG and gray 

scale intensity in vascular structures of the images. Yellow dotted circles are 

representing the vascular structures. The preUSNG was administrated into liver 

tissue. (b) Sonograms of tumor tissue of SCC tumor-bearing mouse upon before 

and 5 s after intratumoral administration of preUSNG and gray scale intensity in 

tumor tissue of the images. White highlights at the center of the images are the 

ends of needle point to inject preUSNG. The results represent the means ±SDs (n = 

3); *P < 0.02.  
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Figure 4-9. Acute liver injury mouse model. (a) blood test parameters of acute 

liver injured mice (red) and PBS injected mice as a control (green, n=4). Blood 

samples of mice were collected at 12 h after LPS-injection. (b) Comparison of 

histopathology of livers from LPS-injected mice and PBS treated ones. A. 

Intrahepatic granuloma-like lesion consisting of lymphocytes and macrophage (red 

arrow), focal hepatocellular necrosis (white arrow), and immunocytes infiltration 

around the blood vessels were observed. PBS treated mice showed no discernible 

histopathologic changes in the liver. Bars = 80 μm 

* Following abbreviations are used in Figure 4-9; Alk. phosphatase (Alkaline 

phosphate), BUN (Blood urea nitrogen), ALT (SGPT, Alanine transferase), RBC 

(Red blood cells), MCH (mean corpuscular hemoglobin), MCHC (mean 

corpuscular hemoglobin concentration), RDW-CV (red cell volume distribution 

width-coefficient of variation), and WBC (White blood cells). 
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Figure 4-10. The survival rate, changes in body weight, and behavioral 

abnormalities of the US treated mice were carefully monitored for 7 days. The US 

treated mice were all survived after 20 days, and no significant loss in body weight 

(> 10 %) was observed during the 20 days post-treatment. In addition, the US 

treatment did not show any behavioral changes such as depression and anorexia, 

indicating systemic toxicity of the treatment.  
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Figure 4-11. Blood test parameters for mice (n=4) with intradermal administration 

of PBS (green), preUSNG (red, 100 μL, 4.0 mg mL
-1

; 4 mg/kg bodyweight). Blood 

samples of rats were collected 10 days after intradermal administration of PBS or 

preUSNG.  
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4-4. Conclusions 

In summary, a H2O2 responsive US contrast agent working on the principle of 

CO2 generating POCL reaction was successfully demonstrated for its application to 

US imaging of inflammatory diseases. The smart contrast agent was prepared 

based on cross-linking reaction between b-PEI and oxalyl chloride in nano 

emulsion, and the resulting oxamide bonds were utilized as a fuel for POCL 

reaction. In the examinations in CL emitting, microscopic gas generating and US 

contrast enhancing properties upon H2O2 triggering, the prepared nanoformuation, 

preUSNG, showed strong potential as a nanoprecursor for smart US contrast agent. 

With the administration of preUSNG to liver injury model and normal mice, we 

could clearly distinguish them by strongly enhanced US contrast within vascular 

structure in liver of the liver injury models. Additionally, in the tumor imaging 

demonstration, we could observe slight but reliable enhancement of the contrast 

within the tumor tissue simultaneously with injection of preUSNG. And further in 

vitro/vivo toxicity studies elucidated the high biocompatibility of preUSNG. All 

these combined merits enabled distinguished in vivo imaging of inflammatory 

diseases by widespread US modality, validating our strategy of recruiting new 

principle for smart US contrast agent from gas generating chemiluminescent and 

bioluminescent reaction.  
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 국문초록 (Korean Abstract) 

바이오이미징은 해부를 통하지 않고 생체 내부를 시각화하는 

기술로써, 질병을 진단하고, 치료 이후의 예후를 모니터링 하기에 꼭 

필요한 기술이다. 바이오이미징은 생체내 장기의 모양, 기능을 확인하여 

질병을 진단하는 것뿐만 아니라 세포내 분자의 움직임을 영상화하는 

분자이미징 기술도 포함한다. 

바이오이미징을 통해 질병을 진단함에 있어, 질병진단의 

선택성(selectivity)과 특이성(specificity)을 높이기 위해서는, 질병관련 

하여 발현되는 생체내 특정 물질이나 질병으로 인하여 변화되는 화학적, 

분자적 특징들을 판별해 내는 것은 중요하다. 이러한 연구 결과들이 

실제 진단으로 응용되기 위해서는, 이러한 인자들에 선택적으로 

민감하게 반응하는 프로브를 개발하는 것이 무엇보다 중요하다 하겠다. 

본 연구는, 형광분광학, 공명라만분광학, 초음파 이미징에 적합한 

생리활성 물질 감응성 분자 재료들을 개발하고 그 특성을 확인하는 것을 

목적으로 한다. 생리활성 물질은 항상성 유지에 관여할 뿐만 아니라 

여러종류의 질병 발병에 관여한다고 알려진 활성산소를 목표로 한다. 

또한 개발된 감응성 분자 재료들의 성능이 실제 바이오이미징 기술로의 

이용 가능성이 있는지 세포나 동물모델을 통해 알아보고자 한다. 
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제 2 장에서는 형광이미징 기술을 기반으로하는, 생리활성 감응성 

분자재료의 개발을 목표로 한다. 여러 종류의 활성산소중 과산화수소를 

세포수준에서 정밀하고 정확하게 검출하고 이를 실시간으로 이미징하기 

위한 기술과 생체내 pH 에서 발광하는 근적외선 형광체 개발에 관한 

연구를 진행하였다. 먼저, 과산화수소 감응성 형광체를 합성후 이 

형광체의 검출반응속도를 제어하기 위해 촉매와 함께 나노포뮬레이션 

하였다. 검출반응속도는 촉매 종류와 양에 따라 조절되는 결과를 보였다. 

촉매가 없을 때와 비교하여 염기촉매를 사용하였을때 과산화수소에 대한 

검출반응속도가 10 배 이상 빨라졌을 뿐만 아니라 과산화수소에 대한 

선택성도 증가되는 결과를 보였다. 과산화수소 검출시 반응속도상수가 

5.6 x 106 (s-1)에 달하는 염기촉매 나노입자를 이용, A431 세포내 

EGF 유발시 발생되는 과산화수소를 발생 초기부터 실시간으로 

이미징하는데 성공하였다. 이 외에도 당뇨모델, 분열세포, 자가포식 

세포에서 발생되는 과산화수소를 성공적으로 이미징하였다.  

다음으로, 1,3-bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan 이 극성용매와 생체 

pH 에서 근적외선 형광을 나타내는 것을 발견하고, 이미징용 프로브로써 

이용 가능성을 실험해 보았다. 

제 3 장에서는, 공명라만 이미징을 위해서, 세포독성이 적은 

가시광선을 광원으로 사용하는 공명라만 분자재료를 개발, 이를 

활세포에서 도입함으로써 빠르게 특정 세포내 소기관을 이미징화하였다. 
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또한 특정 활성산소에만 감응하여 나이트릴 기능기의 공명라만 시그널 

(~2200 cm-1)을 내어놓는 공명라만 분자재료를 개발함으로써 

센서로서의 공명라만 분광학의 가능성도 보였다.  

제 4 장에서는, 퍼옥시옥살레이트(peroxyoxalate) 기반의 

화학발광반응 중에 발생되는 이산화탄소를 초음파 조영제로써 

이용하고자 연구를 진행하였다. 퍼옥시옥살레이트 기능기는 

과산화수소에 민감하게 반응하여 1,2-다이옥세탄다이온 (1,2-

dioxetanedion) 중간체를 형성하고, 이후 에너지를 방출하면서 

이산화탄소를 배출한다고 알려져 있다. 지금까지의 연구들은 

과산화수소에 대한 화학발광의 민감도를 증가시키기 위한 연구가 주를 

이루었다. 이 장에서는, 발생되는 이산화탄소를 포집하여 초음파 

조영제로 이용하고자 연구를 진행하였다. 옥사마이드 (oxamide) 

기능기를 고농도로 포함하는 브랜치피이아이(bPEI)를 이용하는 

나노입자 합성하였다. 이 나노입자의 화학발광을 실험하였으며, 이 

반응으로부터 만들어지는 이산화탄소가 초음파 조영제로써의 역할을 

하는지 실험하였다. 과산화수소가 생성되는 질병모델 소동물을 

만들었으며, 소동물 생체내 초음파 조영실험을 통해 이 나노입자가 

과산화수소 민감성 초음파 조영제로써 응용될 수 있는 가능성을 

확인하였다. 
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